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SUMMARY

This strategy plan describesa coupled analytical/experimentalapproach

to develop a multi-functionalscarifierend effector coupled with a pneumatic

conveyance system to retrieve wastes from undergroundstorage tanks. The

scarifieruses ultra-high-pressurewater jets to rubblize and entrain waste

" forms such as salt cake, sludge, and viscous liquid that can be transported

pneumatically.

The three waste types (hard, brittle, salt cake, viscous liquid, and

deformable sludge) present increasinglycomplex challenges for scarification

and pneumatic conveyance. Salt cake is anticipatedto be the easiest to

retrieve because

I) a theoreticalmodel of hydraulic rock fracture can be applied to
estimate jet performanceto fracture salt cake,

2) gas-solids transportcorrelationscan be used to predict pneumatic
transport.

Deformable sludge is anticipatedto be the most difficult to retrieve:

no theories,correlations,or data exist to predict this performance. However

order-of-magnitudegas-solid correlationsindicate particulatewastes of

prototypic density can be transportedto a height of 20 m within allowable

pressure limits provided that the volume fraction of the gaseous phase is kept

above 95%.

Viscous liquid is anticipatedto be of intermediatecomplexity to

retrieve.

Phenomena that are expected to affect system performance are ranked.

Experimentsand analyses necessaryto evaluate the effects of these phenomena

are proposed. Subsequen,_strategies for ,_,xperimenttest plans, system

deployment,and operationand control will need to be developed.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report presents a strategyto develop a low-flow-rate,hydraulic

end effector coupled with a pneumatic conveyance system to be used to dislodge

and retrieve radioactivewaste from single-shelltanks (SST) such as those at

Hanford. The strategy outlined in this document is the first of a series of

' strategies that must be developedfor the successful deployment of this

retrieval concept. Subsequent strategiesfor experiment test plans,

' deployment,operationand control, etc. based on the results of the efforts

outlined in this document will need to be developed. The end effector uses a

high-pressurewater jet(a)operated to dislodge a variety of waste types

(hard, brittle solids such as salt cake, deformable sludge, and viscous

liquids). The pneumaticconveyance system is configured to remove the

dislodgedwaste and the liquid added by the jet, thereby limiting the

accumulationof additional liquid in the tank. The hydraulic end effector is

termed a scarifier.

This strategy plan was developedto I) summarize the knowledgebase

associatedwith the design and operationof scarifiers and pneumatic

conveyance systems configured for this application,2) analyze the theory that

supports the technologyto assess whether the operating regime necessary for

successfuloperation can be sustained, and 3) recommend an approach to guide

future investigations. The results of these assessmentsare summarized in

Section 2.0. Components of this hydraulicretrieval system and the physics

that describe their operation are analyzed in Section 3.0. Experimental

investigationsnecessary to define end effector and conveyance system

performance through separate effectsexperimentsand integratedexperiments

are prioritized in Section 4.0. The properties of the waste types and

proposed simulantsare defined in Appendix A. In the remainderof Section

. (a) A high-pressurewater jet is formed by forcing ultra-high-pressure(Pn)
water through a fine diameter orifice (do)at a very low flow rate (q) where

Po = -] x 108 to 7 x 108 Pa (-2 x 104 to 10s psi)

d_ = -0.008 totoo.05 cm (-0.003to 0.02 in )-2 x I0-s I x 10.4m3/s (-0.25 to 2"gpm).
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1.0, background information(Section I.I), objectives (Section 1.2) and scope

of the proposed effort (Section1.3) are presented.

1•1 BACKGROUND

To understand the operating regime for the proposed scarifier/conveyance

system, a summaryof undergroundstoragetanks (UST) physical characteristics,

the currentlyplanned remediationstrategy,and retrieval options follows.

1.1.1 UnderqroundStoraqeTank Waste Sites

Across the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) complex, over 200 underground

storagetanks have been used to capture, process, and store radioactivewaste

from weapons materialsproduction processes• To date, very little of this

waste has been treated and disposed; therefore,a large inventorycurrently

exists.

At the Hanford site most of the undergroundstorage tanks have a

capacity between 1893 and 3785 m3 (5 x lOs and I x 10B gal.). The tanks are

22.9 m (75 ft) in diameter and range from 9.1 to 16.8 m (30 to 55 ft) high.

Each of the Hanford 22.9-m-dia.(75-ft)tanks contain at least one 1.1-m-dia.

(42 in.) dome penetration (riser or manhole) that could be used for waste

retrieval.(a)

The Hanford tanks contain highly radioactivesludges, salt cake, and

liquid. The major chemical constituentsare nitrate and nitrite salts,

hydrated metal oxides,phosphate precipitates,transuranics,and isotopes of

strontium, iodine, and cesium. The environmentwithin the tanks is basic and

chemically corrosive.

1.1.2 RemediationStrateay

The currentHanford tank waste remediationstrategy addressesboth

safety remediationand permanentdisposal. The permanentdisposal option

involves concentratingthe radioactivityinto feed stock for a glass plant and

incorporatingthe residuals in a feed stock for a plant to make a low-level

(a) Tank penetrationdimensions and locationsare summarized in Krieg et al.
(1990).
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waste form. This low-levelwaste form is presentlydesignated as grout,

although alternativesare being considered. The concentratedfeed stream to

the glass plant must be compatiblewith glass acceptancelimits.

The only practicedmethod for retrievingwaste from the 3785 m3 (I x I0s

gal.) SSTs is unlimited sluicing. Unlimited sluicing introduces large amounts

of water into the SSTs and is no longer acceptable because of the

environmentalimpact of emission of hazardousand radioactivematerials from

leaking and potentiallyleaking tanks.

1.1.3 RetrievalOptions

Mechanical and hydraulicalternativeshave been proposed for waste

retrieval. Mechanical systems impose stringentrequirementson robotic

systems. Because mechanicalretrieval systems are difficult to integratewith

conveyancesystems, robotic systemsmust deliver retrievedwaste in a batch

mode to the conveyance system. The robotic arm must be designed to carry a

greater payload than required by hydraulicconveyance. In addition, the wear

associatedwith increasedmovement will reduce time between failures.

Advantages of hydraulicmethods are that equipmentmay be low weight,

compact, and require reducedmotion and control requirements. The

disadvantagesof any hydraulictechnology are that the addition of water poses

the potential for leaking into the environment, lt is anticipatedthat the

hydraulic scarifier/conveyerend effector will provide an effectivemethod of

controllingthe volume of accumulatedwater by simultaneouslydislodging waste

with the high-pressurewater jet and conveyingthe waste and water out of the

tank. This will minimize added liquid accumulationand therefore minimize the

potentialfor leakage.

1.2 OBJECTIVES

The ultimate objectiveof this research is to develop the multiple waste

form scarifier end effector and pneumaticconveyance technologiesinto an

• integratedretrieval system to remediate single-shelltanks. To advance this

technology to provide a system that can be used to retrieve waste, a multi-

step approach is required to provide a system that can be used to retrieve

waste. Each step builds upon the results from the preceding step to develop a
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system that can be used in the waste-tank environment. The steps of this

approach are summarized.

• Separate Effects Experiments. Separate effects experimentswill be
conductedto investigatescarifierand pneumatic conveyance
parametersto define the range of system operation necessary to
retrieve varied waste forms (salt cake, sludge, viscous liquid).
The resultswill be used to develop a scarifier head and pneumatic
conveyancetest system to be mated in the Integrated Effects
Experiments.

• InteqratedEffects Experiments. A system test bed will be designed
based on the results of the separate effects experimentsto test an
integratedsystem consistingof the scarifierhead, shroud, and
pneumaticconveyance hardware. Experimentswill focus on I) how
the waste forms are fragmented into particulateand mobilized by
the scarifier,2) how the scarifiershroud affects the particulate
introductioninto the pneumaticconveyance system, 3) vertical
transport through the pneumaticconveyance system, and 4) effects
of introducinginclined and horizontal pipe runs into the pneumatic
conveyance system.

• Full-ScaleDemonstration. A prototype system will be
designed/optimizedbased on the results of the integratedeffects
experimentsto conduct a full-scalecontinuous operation test of
the system using non-radioactivesimulant. The demonstrationwill
include all instrumentationand robotic interfacesnecessary to
simulate actual waste retrieval. This test will include prototypic
separationsequipmentto remove particulatefrom the flow stream
after its conveyance.

• Hot Demonstration. A full-scale system will be designed to conduct
a hot demonstrationbased on the resultsof the full-scalecold
demonstration. The hot demonstrationwill retrieve a challenging
waste form.

• Sinqle-ShellTank Waste Retrieval. Full-scale systemswill be
designed and constructedto retrieve waste from a selected set of
waste tanks based on the results from the hot demonstration. These
tanks will have waste forms that require the use of this multiple-
waste-form end effector.

Strategies to optimize the developmentand deploymentmust be developed

for each of the program elements listed above. As this concept matures,

issues such as system control and operation, deployment,and sensor needs must

be addressed. These issues are currentlyoutsidethe scope of this document.
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The objectivesof this strategy plan are to

I) assess the state-of-the-artof scarificationand pneumatic
conveyancetechnologies,availablesupportingtheory, and
experimentaldata base to evaluate whether the technology, as
proposed, is suitable to develop into a low-flow rate hydraulic
system to be used for single-shelltank retrieval

2) evaluate the existing data to determine the gaps in understanding
• that must be answered through additional investigations

3) recommendthe parametersto be investigatedin the separate effects
• experimentsrequired as the first step to develop the

scarifier/conveyancesystem.

1.3 SCOPE OF STRATEGY PLAN INVESTIGATION

The scope of the strategyplan investigationis limited to analyzing

existing literatureand data to

I) analyzethe physics of key processes (scarifyingand pneumatic
conveyance)to define relevant parametersand develop the performance
criteria for each component and the total system

2) evaluatewaste characterizationdata to determine the relevant waste
physical and rheologicalpropertiesto bound the waste form
characteristicsto be scarifiedand to bound the anticipatedranges of
these properties for developmentof simulants.

Specific experimentaltest plans, strategiesfor control and operation and

sensor requirementsare not addressed in this document.

The strategy plan and analyses are based on the results of a two-day

workshop held at Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) in August 1992. Workshop

participantsincluded PNL project staff, William J. Coleman and David O.

Monserud from Quest Integrated,Inc. (QUEST)and Dr. Clayton T. Crowe,

Professorof Mechanical Engineeringat Washington State University. QUEST

provided insight about how to develop and test the scarifierfor removal of

salt cake, sludge, and viscous liquids. Dr. Crowe provided insightto the

pneumatic conveyance application.

For the remainder of the research outlined in Section 1.2, PNL and QUEST

are proposing a joint effort to optimize the scarifier/conveyancesystem

design for use with tank wastes. Scarifierdevelopment and testing will be
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performed by QUEST; developmentand testing of the conveyance system will be

performed by PNL. QUEST is the industryleader in water jet technology. They

hold the basic patents for abrasivewater jet technology and developed the

original scarifier.(a) Dr. Crowe of WashingtonState Universitywill

provide technicalguidance and peer review of our program.

(a) Ultra-high-pressurewater jet patents disclosedat Quest, Integrated,
Inc. include"

I. "Method and Apparatus for FormingHigh Velocity Liquid Abrasive Jet,"
U.S. Patent Number 4,648,215.

2. "Swivel FittingArrangement for Use in a PressurizedFluid Line," U.S.
Patent Number 4,669,760.

3. "Nozzle Attachment for Abrasive Fluid-JetCutting System," U.S. Patent
Pending, European Patent Number 86,108,664.3.

4. "Two Stage Waterjet and Abrasive Fluid-JetCutting System," U.S. Patent
Number 4,689,939.

5. "Process and Apparatusfor Millingwith Abrasive-Waterjets,"U.S. Patent
Pending, Serial Number 270,550.

6. "AbrasiveSwivel Assembly and Method," U.S. Patent Number 4,854,091.

7. "Method and Apparatus for Drilling Small Diameter Holes in Fragile
Materialswith High Velocity Liquid Jets," U.S. Patent Number 4,955,164.

8. "Apparatusfor Piercing Brittle Materialswith High Velocity Abrasive-
Laden Waterjets,"U.S. Patent Number 4,934,111.

9. "Abrasive-WaterjetNozzle Assembly for Small High Drilling and Thin Kerf
Cutting,"U.S. Patent Number 4,951,429.

10. "AbrasiveSwivel," U.S. Patent Number 4,936,059.

11. "High Pressure Dynamic Seal," U.S. Patent Pending, Serial Number
333,342.
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2.0 CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS

A strategy to develop an integratedscarifierend effector and pneumatic

conveyance system into a retrievalsystem to remediatewaste forms such as

salt cake, sludge, and viscous liquidsfrom single-shelltanks was developed.

• The scarifier/pneumaticconveyance system conceptualdesign, system
' operatingcriteria, and controllingparameter:swere defined

(Sections3.1 and 3.2).

" • Existingtheories and empirical correlations_thatdescribe
scarificationand pneumaticconveyancewere a:ssessedand gaps in
knowledgebases were identified (Sections3.3 through 3.5).

• Lessons learned from past experimentswere compiled and research
recommendationssummarized (Sections3.6 and 3.7).

Based on these analyses,recommendationsfor separate effects

experimentsto quantify parameterperformance for the three waste types and

integratedeffects experimentsto evaluate overall system performancewere

presented (Section4.0).

2.1 CONCLUSIONS

The three waste types present in single-shelltanks (hard, brittle, salt

cake, viscous liquid, and deformable sludge)present challenges increasing in

complexityfor scarificationand pneumaticconveyance. Salt cake is

anticipatedto be the easiestto retrieve because

I) a theoreticalmodel of hydraulicrock fracture can be applied to
estimate jet performanceto fracture salt cake,

2) gas-solids transport correlationscan be used to predict pneumatic
transport.

Deformable sludge is anticipatedto be the most difficult to retrieve

because no theories,correlations,or data exist to predict the ability of

jets to erode the sludge, and the cohesive/adhesivenature of the sludge may

cause plugging during transport. However order-of-magnitudegas-solid

correlationsindicate that particulatewastes of prototypic density can be

transportedto a height of 20 m within allowablepressure limits provided that

the volume fraction of the gaseous phase is kept above 95%.
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Viscous liquid is anticipatedto be of intermediatecomplexity to

retrieve.

The specific phenomenathat must be understoodduring scarifierdesign

and developmentwere identifiedand ranked in Table 2.1. Separate effects

tests will be required to determinethe operating parameters that provide

adequate control of these parameters.

2.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The strategy outlined in this document is the first of a series of

strategies that must be d_veloped for the successfuldeployment of this

retrieval concept. A combined analyticaland experimentalapproach has been

presented to addressthe immediateresearch needs identifiedduring the

analyses of scarificationand pneumaticconveyance. The approach recommends

I) separate effects experimentsto optimize scarifierand pneumaticconveyance

performancefor e_ch waste form followedby 2) integratedexperimentsto mate

the scarifierwith the pneumatic conveyancesystem to investigatesteady state

and transientoperation. Completionof these experimentswill resolve

questions posed about the limiting phenomena listed in Table 2.1 to permit

further advancementof the concept towards an in-tankwaste retrieval system.
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TABLE 2.1 Phenomena IdentificationRanking

,,, , ,

I Prior- Phenomena I Issue Resolution Appli-ity ,, cationiJ ii i

I Mobilization Importantto achievinguniform Observationsfrom separate Scarifler
(sludges} waste particle size distribution effects experimentsto

provide insights

2 Fracturing Importantto achievinguniform Observationsfrom separate Scarifier
" (salt cake} waste particle size distribution effects experimentsto

provide insights '

2 Droplet Importantto achievinguniform Observationsfrom separate Scarifier
• formation waste particle size distribution effectsexperimentsto

(liquids) provide insi9hts....

1 Agglomeration Impactsentrainmentof wastes into Techniquessuch as using Scarifier
conveyancesystem and may cause liquid gases may mitigate and
plugging particle agglomeration Conveyance

• System

I Phase Impactsentrainmentof wastes into Scarifiermust be optimized Scarifier
concentration conveyancesystem;excessive to produce acceptable

concentrationsmay lead to concentrationlimits
plugging ,,

i Waste Determinesefficiencyof scarifier Optimizationof Scarifier
entrainment system;particle-particle scarifier/conveyancesystem

interactionsmay have negative flow field required
implications (agglomeration);
plugging issues in area change
from scarlfierto conveyance

system ,,

I Liquid Impactsworking fluid retrieval, Optimizationof Scarifier
entrainment moisture content of transported scarifier/conveyancesystem

wastes; potential lubricantfor flow field required

sludge transport , ,

I Wall Contactof certaintypes of Separate effects Conveyance
impingement/ sludgeswith transport system experimentsto provide system and
adhesion walls may result in waste buildup; insights into severity of scarifier

freezing or water film may reduce issue

buildup._--

1 Flow field Correct flow field essentialfor Separate and integral tests Conveyance
waste and liquidentrainmentand to aid in design system and
for avoidingplugging. Area optimization;computational scarifier
changesneed to be carefully fluid dynamics softwar_ for
optimized shape optimizationmay also

be used

2 Energy Negative or positive pressure Design constraints Conveyance
availability systems have different energy (pressurization}need to be system

available to overcome pressure definedto select system

, drop issues design

2 Phase Phase distributionshouldbe Separate effects tests to Scarifier
" segregation controlledto enhance scarifier provide insight into and

performanceand reducethe maldistribution conveyance

_robabilit_of pluggin_ , , system

3 Erosion/ Impactsnozzle wear Optimizationin later Scarifier
corrosion development

,,,,,
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3.0 SCARIFIER/CONVEYANCESYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERATION

Scarifiers and pneumaticconveyance systems are successfultechnologies

used commercially(a)in non-nuclearapplications. Integrationof these two

technologiesto effectivelyretrievewaste from single-shelltanks in a manner

that is more reliable,timely, and cost effective than retrieval based solely

• on mechanical systems is potentiallyfeasible. To evaluate this potential,

the concept is described (Section3.1) and the controllingparameters are

summarized (Section3.2). This is followedby a review of the theories that

describe the key phenomena (Section3.3 - scarifying and Section 3.4 -

pneumatic conveyance)and a discussion of how to integratethe two components

(Section3.5). Finally, relevant experimentsconductedto determine the

feasibilityof utilizingpneumatic conveyanceand scarificationto remediate

waste at Hanford and at other radioactivewaste sites are reviewed (Section

3.6).

3.1 SYSTEM DEFINITION

The system consists of two components" I) a compact scarifierto

dislodge and mobilize waste and 2) a pneumatic conveyance system to entrain

and transportthe waste. The scarifierconsists of the high pressure jets

that dislodge the waste and an aerodynamicshroud that forms the transition

between the scarifier and pneumatic conveyancesystem.

The system (as currentlyenvisioned)would be mounted on a telescoping

boom that enters the waste tank through a 1.1-m-dia. (42-in.) riser. An

example of how the system might enter the tank, includingsupporting aspects

of the pneumaticconveyance system is shown in Figure 3.1. The pneumatic

conveyance inlet would be mated to the scarifiershroud. The scarifier gross

position would be controlled by the telescopingboom.

(a) Scarifiers are used to remove concrete from bridge decks without injury
to imbedded rebar or deck supports. Pneumaticconveyance systems transport
large quantities of ash, coal, stone, lime, grain, and other particulate. In
nuclear applications,scarifiermodels have been developedto decontaminate
metal and concrete surfaces (Pezzimentiet al. 1989, Tundo et al. 1988)
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FIGURE 3.1 Conceptual Arrangement of Scarifier/Pneumatic Conveyance System
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Componentsof a scarifier system include:

• high-pressurejets, their supply lines and high-pressure
intensifier

• shroud and plenum to encase the jets and mate with the pneumatic
conveyancesystem components

(a)
• sensors to assess waste type and rate of dislodging.

lt is anticipatedthat the scarifierhigh-pressur?intensifierwould be

located in a radiation-freezone for ease of maintenance.

A scarifierhead configurationdeveloped for an abrasive-water-jet

applicationis shown in Figure 3.2. A non-abrasivesystem design would be

similarwithout the additional hardware required to introduce abrasive

materials.

Components of a pneumaticconveyance system include:

• vacuum piping

• positive displacementblower

• sensors to assess pressure drop, flow rate, and flow regime

• cyclone separatorto remove particulates

• filter to remove any small particlesor moisture not removed in the
cyclone separator

• high-efficiencyparticulateair (HEPA)filter system to remove any
residual particulatenot removed by the filter.

3.2 CONTROLLINGPARAMETERS

Under ideal conditions:

I) the scarifier system would be operated to produce uniformly sized
particulate at a constant production rate

2) the shroud would be configuredto mobilize the particulate introduced
into the scarifier shroud to provide a uniform concentrationinto the
conveyance system and maximum working fluid retrieval

(a) Sensors developmentis not part of this end-effectordevelopmentprogram.
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FIGURE 3.2 Scarifier Head Configuration for an Abrasive Water Jet Application

3) the conveyance system would be designed to transport all particulate
through the conveyance lines with an optimal solid concentration with no
particulate settling, agglomeration, or adhesion to conveyance system
walls

4) the separations equipment would remove all particulate and moisture from
the air stream.

The remainder of this strategy plan focuses on how to predict

performance for in-tank operations associated with items I through 3.

Commercial separations equipment exists that can be designed to accomplish

item 4. The parameters that control operation of the three components are

summarized in Table 3.1.
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TABLE 3.1 Parametersthat Control System Operation

iii ii

iii I

Scarifier Shroud Conveyance Line
I I II I

jet force particle particle
- jet pressure (Po) -diameter (Dp) -diameter (Dp)
- orifice diamete_ (do) - shape - shape
-height (h) -density (p_) -density (p_)

• - impingementangle (0o) concentratlon(Cs) concentra_lon (Cs)
- adhesiveness - adhesiveness
- cohesiveness - cohesiveness

. - agglomeration - agglomeration
- fluid {water)content

waste physical properties aerodynamics multiphase transport
- shear strength (To) - air flow patterns - solids loading
- other undefined - air velocity - particle/fluid
properties - pressure drop in interaction

entrance region - flow regime
- spatial concentration
- pressure drop per unit
length
- velocity
- moisture

i i , i .ii

The particle diameter obtained from scarifyingdepends upon the waste

physical properties and the jet characteristics. The mobilizationof the

particulatedepends upon the air flow patterns in the shroud,the particle

concentration,and the particlecharacteristicssuch as size and density and

the physical properties of the particles. Particle size will depend on

scarifieroperation; therefore,mobilizationwill be strongly influenced by

the design and operationof the high-pressurenozzles. Pressure drop during

pneumatictransport of the particulatedepends upon the solids loading, the

velocity and concentration,the particle/fluidinteraction,and particle

characteristics. System design will require carefulmatching of the solids

. dislodging rate in the scarifierand the maximum conveyancerate in the

conveyance system. Adhesion/cohesionbetween particulateand interactionwith

the transport line wall as well as particle agglomerationmay significantly

influencetransport.

The specific goals for the integrated scarifier/conveyertechnology are

to"
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• operate efficientlyto remove a variety of waste forms including salt
cake, sludge, and viscous liquids

• minimize total working fluid accumulationin tanks by maximizing
retrievalefficiency to achieve>98% fluid retrieval

• limit water use rate by the use of high-pressurejets

• decrease the footprint of the scarifier unit to 0.30 m x 0.30 m (12 in.
x 12 in.)

• decrease scarifiermass to between 45 and go kg (100 Ibm and 200 Ibm)

• achieve a waste retrievalrate of 4.7 x 10-4m3/s (I ft3/min)in salt
cake{a)

• reduce entanglementwith tank hardware by replacing rotating jets with
oscillatingor linear jets

• design a conveyance system that does not plug and can transportall
waste types

• increasethe size of solid aggregatesthat can be transportedby the
conveyance system

• decrease the size of solid aggregatesthat are produced by the scarifier

• increase the vertical lift for the conveyance system to between 12 and
15 m (40 and 50 ft)

• operate and survive in the high-radiationtank environment.

To obtain these objectives it will be necessary to understand the

physics of system operation. This understandingcan be obtained through

theoreticalrelationships,empiricalmodels, and experimentation. The physics

of scarifying and conveyance is described in Sections 3.3 and 3.4,

respectively.

3.3 PHYSICS OF SCARIFYING
i

The high-pressurejet is the major component of the scarifier. The jet

impacts the material to be cut and/ormobilized. The interactionof the jet

(a) Based on this retrieval rate an SST containing4.6 m (15 ft) of salt
cake would require 46 day (1104 hrs) of continuousoperation to remove the
waste.
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with the material varies with the physical properties of the material. First

the characteristicsof a water jet emitting into air are described (Section

3.3.2). To predict scarifierperformance it is necessary to understand how

the jet interactswith the varied waste forms. Three types of materials will

be present in the tank: 1) hard, brittle solids, such as salt cake, 2)

deformable sludges, and 3) viscous liquids. The jet is expected to interact

differentlywith each medium. A theory has been developed to describe the

erosion rate of hydraulicrock cutting. This theory presents a methodology of

• how to approach developmentof mechanisms to predict jet interactionwith the

various waste forms and may be applicableto cutting solid salt cake type

wastes. The theory is summarized in Section3.3.2. Physical properties of

the waste forms that may be importantin developinga failure criterion for

each waste type are discussed (Section3.3.3).

3.3.1 Jet Properties

A turbulent, free water jet with velocity (Uo),discharged through a

circular nozzle with diameter (do)into air, can be characterizedby three

flow fields: I) the flow of the water core (with axial and radial velocity

components uI and vl), 2) the surroundingair flow (with axial and radial

velocity components Ug and Vg), and 3) the droplet flow (with axial and radial

velocity componentsud and Vd) as shown in Figure 3.3. The flow of each

component is governed by a set of continuityand momentum equations, which are

coupled together by interactionterms (Eddingfield,Evers, and Setork 1981).

FIGURE 3.3 Flow Fields of a Water Jet Issuing into Air
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3.3.2 Hydraulic Rock CuttinQ

Crow (1973) developed a theory of hydraulic rock cutting. The model

const_sts of a jet with diameter (do) at a steady total pressure (Po); the rock
feeds under the jet stream at a constant velocity (v), Figure 3.4.

FIGURE3.4 Steady High-Velocity Water Jet Model

The cutting interface is steady in coordinates fixed with respect to the

jet, and the cut attains some definite terminal depth (h). Crow's model

describes the cut depth (h) as a function of Po, do, v and pertinent material

properties.

Crow's theory of hydraulic rock cutting is developed based on the

following phenomena: cavitation, brittle fracture, and permeability. A

rectilinear water flow passing at high speed over a granular interface exerts

little shear stress because the interface is in a state of almost complete

cavitation. However, during jet operation, the jet curves against the cutting

surface as shown in Figure 3.4. The curvature induces a high surface

pressure, which closes cavity bubbles and exposes the grains to direct impact

from the water. The surface pressure would keep the grains in their sockets,

were it not for the finite permeability of the rock. Permeability produces a

pore pressure beneath the cutting surface, which relieves the normal force on

the grains and allows them to be shorn away. The intrinsic speed (c) for rock

cutting is based only on properties of the rock and not properties of the jet;

c equals (k To)/(# r g) where k is the permeability of the rock, #r is the rock
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coefficientof internal friction,and g is a typical grain diameter. The

specificsof the theory are summarized in Appendix B. The depth of cut (h)

h 2 /_,(do P(/ro)[Je° #(0
eo)

= e stn 0 dO (3.1)
o 1 + (v/c) sin 0

shows that the optimum angle of impingement(0o)depends on the rock

coefficientof Coulomb friction (/_w)and v/c but must lie between _/2 and _.

Crow makes some pertinentobservationsbased on the theory applied to

single and multiple jet passes.

_SinqleJet Pass.

• To maximize the depth of cut (hmax)with a single pass of a water
jet

0 < v < c/3

0o - 150 deg

h_x = 1.OI do Po/ro

• Under normal impingement when 6o = 90 deg

h - 0.67 do Pu/ro

therefore, a 50% increase in slot depth is obtained by using oblique
impi ngement.

• Shear strength is the only material property regulating h_x.

Multiple Pass Jets•

• Whenmultiple passes are feasible, the quantity of most importance
is the slot area created per unit time (hv). The feed rate (v) can
be raised as long as the produce hv increases because any
degradation of h can be made up by multiple passes.

• Conditions that maximize the rate of slot area creation are

4 c < v < (0.42 Po/ro - 1) c

6o -, 180 deg

(hV)max = (1.47 k do Po)/(/_r g)
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• Under normal impingement when e = 90 deg

(hv)_ x = (0.97 k do Po)/(/_ r g)

therefore, a 50% increase is obtained by using oblique impingement.

• Shear strength governs the feed-rate window within which efficient
cutting takes place but has no effect on the rate at which slot
area can be created. The permeability k of the rock imposes an
absolute upper limit on the rate of slot area creation.

These observations may be extended to the scarifier application for

waste tank remediation. To provide particulate of a desired size it is

advantageous to minimize water additions from the jet while maximizing the

slot area created per unit time (hv) for multiple pass systems. Oblique

impingement with a controlled spacing between passes of the scarifier may be

used to produce particulate of a specified size.

3.3.3 Research Needs

The information in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 showed that 1) a method

exists to model a water jet emitting into air and 2) a model has be(_n

developed to describe hydraulic rock cutting. The hydraulic rock cutting

model may be applicable to predict cutting rate and depth for salt cake; this

applicability will need to be verified experimentally. It is not expected

that this hydraulic rock cutting model can be applied to cutting deformed

sludge or viscous liquids. Additional models or empirical relationships will

need to be developed to describe the processes of 1) using a high-pressure

water jet to mobilize and entrain sludge and 2) using a high-pressure water

jet to disperse and entrain viscous liquid.

3.3.4 Material Properties

For the scarifiersystem to successfullyoperate, the ultra-high-

pressure scarifierjets will be configuredto I) break-up solid salt cake into

a uniformly sized,(a}finely divided rubble, 2) mobilize sludge into

uniformly sized discrete chunks, and 3) disperse viscous liquid into a form

(a) Particle size is not explicitly developed in the hydraulic rock cutting
model, lt may be controlled by varyingthe angle of impingement,the spacing
between the scarifierpasses and other parameters. This relationshipcan be
determined experimentallyduring the separateeffects experiments.
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that can be converted into an aerosol and transported. The physical

properties of the waste that are anticipated to control its behavior during

impaction by the jet are discussed for each waste type.

Single-shell tank waste is being characterized to 1) develop criteria

for end effector operation during waste retrieval and 2) develop physical and

. chemical simulants to evaluate end effector performance. A summary of waste

characteristics and physical properties are included in Appendix A.

3.3.4.1 Salt Cake

Salt cake is a hard, brittle, solid expected to fracture on impact.

Physical properties that affect its ability to be cut by the high-pressurejet

includecompressivestrength,penetrationresistance (steady applied force

similar to compressivestrength), impact resistance (an impulsiveforce),

shear strength and permeability. The salt cake density, crystalline

structure, and particle size distributionthat result after the material is

cut all affect its ability to be mobilized and conveyed.

3.3.4.2 Sludge

Sludge is a deformable solid; properties of mechanical strength,

adhesiveness/cohesiveness,and density are anticipatedto affect its ability

to be mobilized by the high-pressurejet. After contact with the jet the

sludge properties may change from increasedwater content.

Mechanical Strenqth. The tank sludge is expected to initiallybehave as

a cohesive solid and not a non-Newtonianliquid. This is a consequenceof the

interparticleattractionsand the structureof particles that form the sludge.

The stress required to initiatemovement of the sludge is important;this

stress disr,lptsthe interlockingstructure/chemicalattraction of the

particulate/liquidsystem. Severalmechanical properties of the sludge

quantify the strength of a cohesive solid" shear strength,compressive

strength,tensile strength, and penetrationresistance.

Adhesiveness/Cohesiveness.The adhesivenessof a material refers to its

tendency to stick to other materials. Cohesivenessrefers to the strength of

the attractions betweenportions of the same material. Both propertieswill

influence its ability to be mobilizedand transported.
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Density. Density will affect the gravitationalsettling of the

particulateand therefore, its retrievaland conveyancerate.

3.3.4.3 Viscous Liquid

Liquid rheology,density, and surface tension of the waste are

anticipatedto affect its ability to be mobilized and transported• Liquid

wastes exhibit rheologiesvarying from yield pseudo-plasticto Newtonian. For

Newtonianfluids the Weber number, the ratio of inertialto surface tension

forces, is an importantparameter in the study of gas/liquid (bubble or

droplet) or liquid/liquidinterfaces,or where these interfacesare in contact

with a boundary. This dimensionlessnumber is defined as the product of the

square of the fluid velocity,density, and characteristiclength (droplet

size) divided by the surfacetension. Deformation and breakup of non-

Newtonian fluids must be treated by other theories: studies have been made of

viscoelasticmaterials breakup;the effect of surfactantshave also been

evaluated (Millikenand Leal 1991). A key parameterin predicting the

mobilizationfor a non-Newtonianfluid is the yield stress.

3.4 PNEUMATICCONVEYANCE

Pneumaticconveyance is the transportof solids by the flow of air or

other gases• Pneumaticconveyance is a mature technology for transport of

grains, coal, and other dry materials. The applicationof pneumatic

conveyanceto the waste retrievalproblem is complicatedby the fact that the

particulatesare not dry becauseof interstitialliquid or fluid added during

the cutting process. Cohesive and adhesive effectsdo not dominate during

transport of dry materials. When moisture is present adhesion may influence

particulatebuildup along the pipe wall, restrictingthe diameter, thereby

increasingvelocity and increasingpressure drop. Cohesion may influence

particulateagglomerationinto larger diameter particulatethat is more

difficultto transport.

The objectiveof this study is to establish the parameters and system

configurationwhich will enable transportof the type of particulates

generatedby the scarifierunder steady flow and transientconditions. All
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orientationsmay eventually be included in a pneumatic conveyance system,

although vertical and inclinedtransportare expected to predominate.

Any study of pneumatictransportmust be guided by what is known about

simpler systems. A review of the multiphase flow concepts applicable to

pneumatic conveyance in horizontal,inclined and vertical systems is provided

in Appendix C. Analysis and testingwill be required to extend thise

informationto gas-solid-liquidmixtures, and to address special problems such

as adhesion to walls.

3.4.1 Modelinq Gas-SolidMixtures

The mass flow rate of the solids phase (ms) in a pipe of cross-sectional

area (A) is representedby

ms = Ps Us A = (I-_) Ps Us A (3.2)

where Ps is the material density of the solids phase, Us is the superficial

velocity of the solids phase, E is the volume fraction of the gaseous phase

and us is the phase (actual)velocity of the solid phase. The equivalent

expression for the mass flow rate of the gaseous phase (rag)is

mg - pg Ug A = ( pg Ug A (3.3)

where pg is the material density of the gaseous phase, Ug is the superficial

velocity of the gaseous phase, and Ug is the phase (actual)velocity of the

gaseous phase. The loading (S) is the ratio of the mass flow of the solids

phase to the gaseous phase-

S = ms/mg= (Ps Us)/(PgUg) (3.4)

• The concentration(Cs) is the ratio of the mass of the solids phase to the

mass of the mixture:

Cs = (1 - e)ps/[p s (1 - e) + pg e] (3.5)

The denominatorof this equation is the density of the mixture (Pmix).
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3.4.2 .UpwardFlow of a Gas-SolidMixture in Vertical Pipes

The pneumatic conveyancesystem proposed for waste retrieval is a

negative pressure system with maximum pressure drop of I0s Pa (I atm). The

pressure is atmosphericat the entrance to the pneumatic conveyance system and

negative at the blower. With this limitation in mind, the general trend of

pressure drop in fully-developedsystemswith superficialgas velocity for a
I

vertical gas-solids flow is explored (Figure3.5).

.,,. _ • .l
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FIGURE 3.5 Effects of Solids Rate on Pressure Drop and Choking Velocity

At high velocities,the pressuredrop varies essentiallywith the

velocity squared, similar to single-phaseflow. This is because the spatial

concentrationdistributionis uniform, and the mixture behaves like a

homogeneousfluid. Increasingthe loading produces an increasedpressure drop

caused by the increasedmomentum loss from particle-wallcontact. Decreasing

the gas velocity for a given solids flow rate causes the pressure drop to

decrease to a minimum and then to increasewith further decrease in velocity.

As the superficialgas velocity is reduced, the solids velocity is also
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reduced and produces a reducedgas volume fraction,which causes the mixture

density to increase. The pressure drop associatedwith gravity is

proportionalto the mixture density; therefore, the gravitationalcomponent of

the pressure drop tends to increase. The reduced gas volume fraction at a

constant superficialgas velocity also tends to elevate the actual gas

velocity which leads to an increasedfrictional pressure drop. The combined
I

increase in the frictionalpressure drop and gravitationalpressure drop

results in a rapid increase in pressure drop with decreased superficialgas

" velocity at low superficialgas velocities.

The velocity correspondingto a minimum pressure drop is called the

"critical"velocity. Furtherdecrease in the velocity ultimately leads to

choking where the transportof the solid phase ceases. The velocity at

choking is referred to as the choking velocity (Uch). Most pneumatic

co,_veyancesystems operate at velocities higher than the critical velocity.

"Systemscan be operated at subcriticalvelocitiesprovided sufficient

head is available. These are dense phase flows. These flows can be unsteady

as slugs of material move up the duct. With fine powders, slugging may not

occur but intense recirculationensues with solids fallingdownward near the

wall. Leung and Wiles (1976) have identifiedthis flow as dense phase flow

without slugging.

3.4.3 Chokinq Velocity Correlations

Numerous researchershave developedcorrelationsfor choking velocities

(Yang 1975 and 1983, Rose and Duckworth 1969, Doig and Roper 1963). Klinzing

(1981) and Genium (1984) recommend using Yang's correlationfor the solids

friction factor (fs) in pipelines at low pressures"

-7 I)]/[%, uT]2fs = [2 g Dt (Ech4 _

where g is gravitationalacceleration,Dt is the inside diameter of the pipe,

• (ch is the volume fraction of the gaseous phase at choking, and uT is the

terminal velocity of a single particle. Yang (1983) initiallyassumed that

solids friction factor (fs) is 0.01 but later improved his correlation by

taking
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fs = 6.8 x 10s (pg/ps)2"2 (3.7)

3.4.4 Research Needs

Pneumatic conveyance correlations exist for dilute phase transport of

dry particulate. These correlations may be used to define conveyance

parameters for dry salt cake wastes. Addition of water from jet cutting to I

the salt cake may compromise the validity of the correlations. Separate

correlations need to be developed to predict dilute phase pneumatic transport

of sludge and viscous liquids.

If transport of dilute phase salt cake, sludge, and viscous liquids can

be sustained in both steady state and transient modes, then investigations

into ;the dense phase transport regime should be considered to extend the

region of acceptable transport.

3.5 SCARIFIER/CONVEYANCESYSTEM INTEGRATION

No theories of transport in the shroudwere analyzed to evaluate

integrationof the scarifierand conveyancesystem. Particulate

characteristicsand air flow patterns as outlined in Table 3.1 will

significantlyaffect the particulatemobilizationand entrainment into the

conveyance system. This phenomenonwill be investigatedexperimentally.

t

3.6 REVIEW OF PRIOR WORK

Several studies conductedat Hanford in recent years have investigated

applying water jets and conveyancetechnologiesto remediatewaste tanks.

Water Jet Studies

• In 1990, at the directionof WestinghouseHanford Company, Quest
Integrated,Inc. demonstratedwater jet and air jet scarifier
technologiesfor removal of radioactiveand hazardouswaste (Leist
1990, Quest Integrated,Inc. 1990).
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PneumaticConveyanceStudies

• In 1975, Vitro Engineeringconducted an equipment search for
standard off-the-shelfpneumaticretrieval equipment. This search
was followed by retrieval feasibilitytestingtaj

• In 1990, WestinghouseHanford Company conducted a feature test of
an air conveyance system to evaluate the applicabilityand
efficiencyof air conveyance as a method for transportingwaste

' dislodged from single-shelltanks (ThompsonIggo)

• In 1992, WestinghouseHanford Company conducted a d_onstration to
• evaluate air conveyance for removal of soft wastes.'_'

The results from these investigationsare summarized in Appendix D.

3.6.1 Conclusionsfrom Past Tests

Several tests have been conducted to determine the applicabilityof

using pneumaticconveyance to transportwaste of varying types from the tank.

The pneumatic conveyancetests had severalpoints in common

• vendorswere asked to supply off-the-shelfequipment for evaluation

• physical simulantsof solid salt cake wastes were transportedmore
successfullythan physical simulantsof moist-sludge-typewastes

• tests were stopped by plugging the conveyanceline. No steady-
state pressure drop was achieved in the system.

• methods to dislodge the waste and mobilize it prior to its entry
into the pneumatic conveyance system need to be improved.

The trend exhibitedduring these experimentsindicatesthat pneumatic

transportmay have commenced in the dilute-phaseregion; however, process

variabilitiesquickly transferredthe transport into the dense-phaseregion.

Because of the need to overcome hydrostaticpressure variation, it is

difficult and/or impossibleto transportwith mass loadings that are in the

dense-phase region with a negative pressure system. Methods to control the

solids feed rate will be required in systems of this type.

(a) Vitro. 1975. Evaluation and Adaptationof Standard Mechanical.
• Hydraulic and PneumaticDevices for Salt Cake and Slud_trieval at Hanford,

VITRO-R-375,Vitro Engineering,Richland,Washington.
(b) J. D. Potter. Sinqle-ShellTank Soft Waste Dislodqinq and Conveyance
Systems, DevelopmentTest Procedure,WHC-SD-TC-026,Rev. A. Westinghouse
Hanford Company, Richland, Washington.
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_ir and water jets have also been investigatedexperimentallyfor

cutting and dislodgingwaste. The air and water jet test results highlighted

the differences between the waste types: salt cake is manageable to rubblize,

using high to ultra-highpressure jets, and convey; sludge and soft wastes,

while easily mobilized, are difficult to entrain into a conveyance system.

Edge effects of the size of the simulant test pan were found to dominate

mo ilizationof the sludge by the jet; it mobilizedthe best when the jet

penetrated through the waste to the simulant pan. Then forces reflectedfrom

the _ides and bottom of the simulant pan were utilized to assist mobilization.

3.6.2 ExperimentalNeeds

Review of past experimentsshows the need to

• conduct systematicexperimentswith quantitativerather than
qualitativeresults

• measure parametersthat quantify system and device performance

• track performanceduring both steady state and transientoperation

• quantify system performancefor each waste type separately prior to
combined evaluation

• evaluate the impact of water addition from the jet on waste
properties.

3.7 COMPILATIONOF RESEARCHNEEDS

During the preceding sections informationpertaining to scarifyingand

pneumatic conveyanceshave been analyzed to I) review existing theories that

describe the processes, 2) summarizeempiricalcorrelations,3) evaluate prior

experimentalefforts, and 4) assess the areas where additionalresearch is

required. The informationwill be synthesizedin this section to prioritize

fvture analytical and experimentalefforts. This informationis summarized in

Table 3.2.

Of the waste types, moist sludge is anticipatedto be the most

challenging to scarify and convey becausemoist waste of this type is

anticipatedto I) be difficultto entrain in the shroud, 2) adhere to the

sides of the transport line, and 3) agglomerateto form larger masses that

cannot be sustainedduring conveyance.
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TABLE 3.2 Summary of State-of-the-Art

Jet theoretical yes yes yes multiphase model of determine interaction
model water jet in air terms between jet phases

Jet impingement yes no no theory of hydraul tc rock theory and/or
, theory cutting may be correlations for sludge

applicable to salt cake and liquids

Jet impingement yes no no depends on jet shape, develop for sludge and
empi:'i cal correl att on for round vi scous 1i qutds

• correlations jet impinging on rock
exi sts

Pneumatic transport yes no no theory of dilute phase develop theory and/or
theory dry solids transport correlations for sludge

applicable to dry salt and liquids
cake

Pneumatic transport yes no no di lute phase determine appl t cabi l tty
correlations in correlations applicable of correlations for
dilute phase to dry salt cake moist salt cake, sludge

and viscous liquidsI

Pneumatic transport no no no no applicable develop correlations if
correlationsin correlations transport can occur in
dense phase this regime

In Section 4.0 a program is presentedto provide data for the

developmentof an integratedmulti-functionalscarifier/conveyancesystem.
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4.0 SEPARAT_ EFFECTS AND INTI_GRATED[_XP_RIMENTS

An experimentalinvestigationis required to develop the multiple-waste-

form scarifierend effector and pneumaticconveyance system into an integrated

retrieval system to remediate single-shelltanks. The investigationrequires

a number of levels of activity,each building upon the results of the

' preceding investigationto develop a system that can be used in a waste tank

environment. The levels were described in Section 1.2: 1) separate effects

• experiments,2) integratedeffects experiments,3) full-scaledemonstration,

4) hot demonstration,and 5) single-shelltank waste retrieval.

Parametersthat affect the scarifierand pneumatic conveyance system

performanceare discussed in Section4.1. Recommendationsfor the separate

effectsexperiments and the integratedexperimentsare outlined in Sections

4.2 and 4.3, respectively.

4.] PARAMETERS

The parameterdiscussion will be segregatedto discuss the jet, the

scarifier,and the pneumaticconveyance system.

4.1.1 Je___tt

Items that affect the jet performanceare the fluid, the jet shape, the

jet process parameters,and geometry.

4.1.1.1 Jet Fluid

High-pressurejets are normally operated using clean, deionizedwater.

This has been effective for conventionalapplicationsfor cutting materials

such as concrete,cardboard, removing surfaces such as paint, etc. Water is

the fluid of choice for the majority of waste retrieval activities.

Alternatefluids such as non-Newtonianfluids that gel in the absence of

an applied force may be useful for some jet applicationswhere leakage from

the system is of major concern.
B

Compressedgases, such as liquid N2 or liquid CO2, may be used instead of

water. These fluids exhibit a phase change upon exit from the jet nozzle, do

not add any additionalliquid to the tank, and may be able to reduce the

4.1
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cohesiveness of damp/wet waste through the conveyance system. QUESThas

investigated using liquid CO2 jets for certain applications, with promising
results.

4.1.1.2 Jet Shape

The jet shape influences the force per unit area applied to the

material. Currently the jets emanate from a circular orifice and impact the

material at a point source. Fan jets that spread the impact over a

rectangulararea may reduce the applied force per unit area. This may be

attractive for mobilizing sludge and viscous wastes. QUEST has recently

developed high-pressurefan jets.

4.1.1.3 Jet Process Parameters

Jet process parameters include

• pressure - affectsthe water flow rate and ability to cut material

• traverse speed - affects the depth and quality of cut

• incidence angle - affects the orientationof the cut, the ability
to mobilize/fluidizethe material, and the particle size of the
mobilized material

• deployment velocity of the scarifierhead - affects the distance
between cuts

• number of jets - affects the water flow rate (total water addition)
and ability to mobilize/fluidizethe material

• jet configuration- affectsthe scarifier'sability to work in
tanks with debris such as tapes and metal lines. Currently, one or
two jets rotate in the scarifierhead. The tape debris could wrap
around the scarifierhead causing the system to malfunction. To
eliminate this tendency,oscillatoryjet motion or a stationary jet
matrix, configured to fire sequentiallywithout rotation may be
required.

4.1.1.4 Geometry

Items that need to be considered are

• jet orifice diameter - this in conjunctionwith the pressure
controls the water flow rate

• distance from jet to material to be cut - affects the integrityof
the incision
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• jet spacing for multiple jet systems - affects the abillty of the
jet to cover the surface to be scarified and must be evaluated
together with the total motion of the end effector.

4.1.2 $¢arifter

Items that affect the scarifier design include the shape of the shroud,

the utilities associated with scarifier operation, and how the scartfier is

• deployed.

4.1.2.1 Shroud
w

The shroud is the ]ink between the scarifier and the pneumatic

conveyance system. Its design dictates how we]] the mobi]ized waste wi]] be

entrained into the pneumatic conveyance system. Items to be considered in

this design include the shroud shape (vo]ume and air ve]ocities dictated by

the design), whether lt inc]udes any secondary jets to assist mobi]ization,

and the type of sea] (in]et area) between the scarifier base and the materia]

to be removed. It is anticipated that this inlet area would be variab]e.

Orifices may be required to enhance the air f]ow into the shroud to maintain

the entrainment required for conveyance.

4.1.2.2 Uti]ities

The scarifier requires an umbi]ica] ]ine to supply the high pressure

fluid (water, air, or compressed gas) and must mate with the pneumatic

conveyance discharge line. Someconfigurations may need additional ]ines

supp]ying water or air to insert into the shroud to enhance mobilization and
entrainment. Additional lines for sensors and instrumentation shou]d be

anticipated.

4.1.2.3 Deployment

The scarifier requires a positioner to contro] the gross motion of the

system. Currently systems are designed with whee]s to ro]] a]ong the materia]

• surface. Units deployed vertical]y are mounted on rai]s. In the tank, the

unit wi]l be deployed via a te]escoping boom.

4.1.3 Pneumatic Conveyance System

Parameters that control performance of the pneumatic conveyance system

can be divided into partic]e characteristics and system characteristics.
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4.1.3.1 Particle Characteristics

Particledensity, size, shape, wetability,and moisture content affect

the abilityof the system to entrain and transport particulate.

4.1.3.2 System Characteristics

System parametersthat affect system performanceinclude:

• pipe diameter - determines the gas and particle velocitiesobtained
during conveyance

• pipe roughness- affects the pressure drop per unit length. Rough
surfaces also enhance the abilityof particlesto adhere to the
walls of the pipe. This decreasesthe effectivepipe diameter,
increasesthe flow velocity,and increasesthe pressure drop per
unit length.

• pipe orientation - the pipe can be oriented horizontally,inclined
upward, or vertically,or in a combination, lt is most difficult
to maintain a homogeneoussuspensionthrough horizontally
configured pipes, lt is preferableto limit orientationsto either
vertical or inclined. These orientationswill reduce the tendency
for flow stratificationand particlesto settle out.

• system capacity - the system capacity is driven by the capacity of
the blower.

• flow rate - the air flow rate, particle flow rate, and particle
concentrationand loading all contributeto the performance of
pneumatic transport.

4.2 SEPARATE EFFECTS EXPERIMENTS

Separate effects experimentsare proposed to define operating regimes

.. and configurationsfor the scarifierand the pneumatic conveyance system.

Results from these parametricstudieswill define the configuration(s)to be

evaluatedduring the integratedexperiments. This initialinvestigationwill

be conductedusing a high-pressurewater jet. Alternate fluids may be

evaluatedafter the successfuldevelopmentof a water-based system.

4.2.1 Scarifier

A flow diagram describing the scarifierseparate effects investigations

is shown in Figure 4.1. Initialexperimentswill be conductedwith a single

water jet to define the cuttingregime for the various waste types.
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I single jet testsJ

i I

. ! 1
. optimize single jet operation

for all waste types

I

I

I
l integrate jet with shroud

FIGURE 4.1 ScarifierSeparate Effects Experiments

4.2.1.1 Sinqle-Jet Tests

Parameters to vary listed by priority follow:

• simulant type - salt cake, sludge (cohesiveand dilatant), viscous
liquid

• jet shape - round jet, versus fan jet with priority on the
configurationthat can dislodge and mobilize all three waste types

• • jet incidenceangle - optimized for all three waste types, three
angles between 0 and 90 will be evaluated

• • traverse speed - optimizedfor all three waste types, three speeds
anticipated

• standoff - the sensitivityof the jet to varying distance from the
material surface will be evaluated

A
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• pressure - two conditions will be evaluated, 0.28 to 0.38 MPa
(40,000 and 55,000 psi)

• flow rate - will be calculated from the pressure near the nozzle

4.2.1.2 Multiple-Jet Tests

After completion of the single-jettest matrix, the test bed will be

configuredto evaluate the effects of multiple jets. Items to be investigated ,

in order of priority include:

• jet configuration- rotating head or oscillatingor a number of
linear jets. lt is currently envisionedthat the linear system may
be preferable because it limits the potentialfor entangling the
scarifier head with debris such as tapes.

• number of passes - tests with multiple jets will be conducted to
determinewhether the number of jets affects the number of passes
defined under the single jet tests

• jet incidenceangle - determinewhether two different incidence
angles enhance particle size and mobilization.

4.2.1.3 PerformanceEvaluation

Performancewill be evaluatedby observingthe particle size

distributionand the overall removal rate. Size and uniformity will be

determined as follows.

• For hard salt cake, particle size will be measured by sieving and
categorizingthe particulateby size distribution.

• For sludge, an assessmentof particle size distributionwill be
made through qualitativeobservations.

Removal patterns will be investigatedand a quantitivemeasure of removal rate

will be determined for each waste type.

4.2.2 Pneumatic Conveyance

A flow diagram describing the pneumaticconveyance separate effects

investigationsis shown in Figure 4.2. Ir_itialexperimentswill be conducted

with each waste type to bound the region of successfultwo-phase transport.
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predict operating parameters
based on dry conveyance

I
conduct parametric studiesIon each waste type

I

• I I

L 1
optimize conveyance
for all waste types

1
conductexperimentswith

mixed waste types

conduct experiments
to evaluate transient response

I
integrateconveyance

with shroud

FIGURE 4.2 Conveyance System Separate Effects Experiments

• 4.2.2.1 Parameters

Process parameterswill be varied sequentially. Tests will be conducted

' to develop correlationsfor normal operation. In these tests salt cake and

sludge simulantswill be developedfrom several types of solid materials with

varied particle size distributions. The water content of these simulantswill
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be varied from -0 to 60% to characterize the effect of system performance for

very dry to very moist conditions. These tests include evaluation of

• pipe orientation - initial tests will be performed in the vertical
orientation, sections or all of the pipe will be clear for
visualization

• pipe diameter - may be held constant at a mid-range value of 7.6 to
10 cm (3 to 4 in.)

• solids loading, concentration,and transportvelocity will be
varied to develop a region of operation

• inclinedand horizontalpipe configurationsshould be investigated
after transport in the vertical pipe orientationis completed

• conveyance system assist methods and pluggingmitigation methods
such as adding water directly to the conveyance system, heating the
pipe, and other pipe and waste treatments should be investigated.

4.2.2.2 PerformanceEvaluation

Performancewill be evaluatedby measuring system pressure drop and

spatialconcentrationas a function of time. An appropriatesteady state

value and defined spectrumof fluctuatingcomponentsof pressure and

concentrationwill indicate stable transport (Keska 1984, Ig86, 1989, 1991).

A capacitativesystem has been developedto measure spatialconcentrationand

the fluctuatingcomponentsof pressure and concentrationin real time (Keska

1981, 1985, 1988, 1989). Visual observationsof the interior of the pipe will

be summarized after each test. In additionto a system mass balance, spatial

concentrationwill be measured.

4.3 INTEGRATEDEXPERIMENTS

Based on the results of the separate effects experiments,an integrated

design of the scarifierand pneumaticconveyance system will be developed.

Integratedexperimentswill be conducted. The tests will be conducted at

full-scale for the scarifierhead and shroud; initiallythe length of the

pneumatic conveyance system may be less than full scale. Parameterswill be

specifiedbased on the results of the separate effects experiments.

Initialexperimentswill focus on shroud performanceto evaluate how

well the scarifier and pneumaticconveyance system interface. Entrainment of
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the wastes and working fluid into the pneumatic conveyance line depends upon a

well designed shroud. After the shroud performance is adequate, the test

matrix of simulants will be evaluated to determine the operating range of the

entire system. The effects of inclined pipe and bends will be investigated.

Steady state as well as transient operations and process upsets will be

modeled. As appropriate, mitigations will be investigated.
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APPENDIX A

WASTE PROPERTIES

Nuclearwaste was generated at the Hanford defense complex over its

nearly 50 years of operation• The varied chemical operations that have taken

• place over that period of time have generated a wide variety of chemically

heterogeneouswastes. For 35 years, the bulk of the aqueous waste was stored

• in 149 single-shelltanks (SSTs). For a little over a decade, waste has been

stored in 28 double-shelltanks (DSTs),four of which contain double-shell

slurry (DSS) that was produced by transferringand concentratingsupernatant

from SSTs to minimize environmentalintrusionscaused by leaking SSTs.

Estimatesof current waste volumes for each of the categories of tank waste

are listed in Table A.I

TABLE A.I Quantitiesof Hanford Waste

i i,ii,ii, i

Waste Type Volume, m3 1
i

neutralized current acid 7,040

complexantconcentrate 16,100

plutoniumfinishingplant 1,460

neutralizedcladding removal 3_010

double-shellslurry 83,200

single-shelltank 140,000 ,,,

ITotal waste.volume 250,810

The wastes in the DSTs and SSTs generally are mixtures of one aqueous

• phase and a large number of solid phases. The aqueous phase is generally

alkaline (pH =-14) and contains NaNO3 and varying amounts of complexing

• agents, fission products,and transuranic(TRU) elements. The solid phases

consist of the bulk of the TRUs, fission products, and compounds of process

chemicals that precipitatedwhen the waste was made alkaline te .U.septhe

storagetanks from corroding. Subsequent evaporationof the aqueous phase of
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the SST waste then caused more soluble salts, principallyNaNO3, to

precipitateas salt cake.

A.I SINGLE-SHELLTANK WASTES

The SSTs contain reprocessingwaste of spent fuel from nine plutonium

productionreactors. From Ig4g until 1972, plutoniumwas extracted by

chemical separationsplants. During these years, acid waste from several

processes [bismuthphosphate, uranium recovery, reductionoxidation (REDOX),

and plutoniumand uranium extraction (PUREX)]was made basic by adding sodium

hydroxide and deposited in the 149 SSTs. The tank capacities ranged from 210

to 3,800 m3. Over the years, wastes from different processes have been

mixed.(a} In addition to neutralizedprocesswaste, some of the SSTs

contain other additions such as

• organic ion exchange resin (Tank 241-BX-I01)

• diatomaceousearth (Tanks 241-BX-I02,241-SX-113,241-TX-116,241-
TX-117, and 241-TX-I06)

• natural, depleted, and enriched uranium and plutonium (Tank 241-SX-
107)

• solid wastes containingexperimentalfuel elements, shroud tubes,
samarium ceramic balls, uranium, etc. (Tank 241-U-I01)

As a consequence,the chemical contentof the SSTs is complex and varies from

tank to tank. Chemical characterizationsfor the various tanks are only known

within wide ranges of uncertainty. In Table A.2, the contents of these tanks

are summarizedbased on data from July 198g.(b} The chemistryof these

tanks is not well characterized.

(a) Tank solids volumes and brief historiesof solids inventoriesare
summarized in Krieg et al. (Iggo)Appendix A.

(b) Waste Tank Status Report. July 1989. WestinghouseHanford Company,
Richland,Washington.
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TABLEA.2 Contents of Single-Shell Tanks
i , _ _ .. ........ .f I_ '11 _ ,_ ,...,. _, _ H

Designation Number Salt Cake Sludge Supernata_t Total m3of Tanks Volume, m3 Volume, ma Volume, m° Volume,
ii ' II i i' " i i ii i iiili I

S 12 ]8,040 4,430 175 22,645,, i i

SX 15 10,770 5,790 360 16,920,, i,.i . i, i i

T 16 0 7,540 280 7,820i, i | . ,,, ,.i, i

TX 18 . 25,200 910 .... 20 26,130

TY 6 240 2,160 ]0 2,410,, ,, ,,,, i i

U 16 10,390 2,415 640 13,445, ii

A 6 3,680 2,130 30 5,840

AX 4 3,350 70 10 3,430. , ,,

B 16 1,31_ 6,410 60 7,780. , ,, ,

BX 12 580 5,150 390 6,120. , ., , ..

BY 12 15,610 2,740 180 18,530, , ..

C 16 0 8,200 265 8,465
" ' , , " .%1 , _ ,

Total 149 89,170 49,945 2,420 139,535
, • , - ,.,_, .,, ,

The composition of the salt cake and liquid together is largely NaNO3,

NaNO2, and NaCO3. Somenitrite was added to inhibit corrosion in the tanks
and some was generated by radiolysis. The SST sludge contains large

quantities of silicon, aluminum, sodium, and iron, and lesser quantities of

borates, phosphate, calcium, nonradioactive strontium, magnesium, and

zirconium. In addition, although in much smaller concentrations, there are

significant quantities of silver, arsenic, cadmium, chromium, mercury,

selenium, and fluorides. There should also be substantial quantities of

palladium, rhodium, and ruthenium that could be of commercial value. In the

past, their recovery was not economical, but advanced chemical separations

techniques and an increase in value of rhodium could make their by product

recovery attractive.
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A.2 WASTEPHYSICALPROPERTIES

Wastes contained in the underground storage tanks at Hanford have a wide

variety of chemical and physical properties. For retrieval operations, such

as would be conducted using the scarifier system, the physical properties of

the wastes are of primary importance. These properties include: bulk density,

hardness, shear strength, viscosity, etc. In general, the wastes can be Q

grouped into three distinct categories based on observations of their physical

forms: salt cake wastes, sludge wastes, and viscous liquids. However,

physical properties of the wastes can vary widely within any of these groups,

and many tanks contain varying amounts of these categories of waste types

(i.e. a tank may contain a mixture of sludge, free liquid, and hard salt

cake).

Because of the chemical and radioactive hazards associated with using

actual waste samples for development testing, and because of the very limited

availabilityof waste samples from the tanks, most testing efforts must be

conductedusing simulatedtank wastes. This is especiallytrue for those

activitiesrequiring large quantities of test materials, includingsuch

projects as the scarifiersystem development. To identify a suitable

substitutefor the waste, those physical properties importantto the specific

test must be identifiedand quantifiedfor the actual tank wastes that would

be affected. However, to a large extent the characterizationof physical

propertiesof actual tank wastes is much less complete than chemical

characterization,mostly because suitablemethods have not been developed to

make those measurementsinsitu (extractingcore samples frequently disturbs

the sample so that informationon its insitu physical characteristicsis

lost). Therefore, simulant preparationmust permit relatively simple

adjustmentof the parametersof the waste simulant,and the achievable

propertiesof the simulantsmust be conservativecompared to available

informationon actual wastes. Because of the large quantities of test

materials frequentlyneeded it is also desirableto have a simulant that is

easy and inexpensiveto prepare and nonhazardousfor ease of using and

disposing of the waste.

The following subsectionsdescribe: I) physical propertiesof the waste

that are significantwith respect to evaluating the scarifier system, 2)
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information on those properties that are available from tank waste

characterization, and 3) waste simulants and how well they match or bound the

values for the tank wastes. First is a description of salt cake wastes,

followed by similar descriptions for sludge-type wastes and viscous fluids.

A.2.1 Salt Cake Wastes

• As mentioned earlier, many of the physical properties of wastes that are

importantto development of retrievalsystems have not been well characterized

. due to a lack of suitablemethods for insitu measurementof those properties.

This is especially true for the salt cake _;astes. Therefore, much of the

informationavailable for salt cake physical properties comes from

measurementsmade on chemical simulants. The chemical simulants are based on

elemental chemical analysesperformedon tank waste core samples.(a}(b}

Nonradioactivebut chemically similar solutionsare prepared and evaporated to

dryness. Physical properties of these chemical simulantsare then measured.

Wide ranges of properties have been measured on these chemical simulants.

"Nonhazardous"salt cake simulantshave then been developed to reproduce

measured physical properties of these "hazardous"chemical simulants.

Potassium/magnesiumsulfate (langbeinite),a commerciallyavailable

"fertilizer,"is being used for this nonhazardoussalt cake simulant.

The langbeinitesimulantsare generallyprepared by mixing finely ground

dry salt with 10 to 14 wt% water, and allowing the mixture to cure by draining

and evaporating. The resultantsalt cake is a hard cementedmass of the

partiallydissolved salt grains. Table A.3 summarizesthe properties thought

to be importantto scarifier testingthat have been measured on the chemical

simulants and how those values comparewith similarmeasurementson samples

using langbeinite,the nonhazardousphysical simulant. Other properties may

p

(a) J. J. Wong. Sinqle Shell Tank Synthetic Saltcake Preparation and
Testing, draft internal test report. WestinghouseHanford Company, Richland,

' Washington.

(b) M. R. Elmore, N. G. Colton, and E. O. Jones. 1992. Development of
SimulatedTank Wastes for the UndergroundStorage.Tank Integrated
Demonstration,draft progress report. Pacific NorthwestLaboratory, Richland,
Washington. September.
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be importantto the testing as well but informationis not yet available and

are given as TBD (To Be Determined).

TABLE A.3 Measured Physical Propertiesfor Chemically "Hazardous"
and "Nonhazardous"Salt Cake Simulants.

,, i " i i i ,ii '

Property Hazardous Nonhazardous
Simulants Simulants ,,,

iii i

hardness <0.07 to > 345 MPa up to -160 MPa "

(penetrometerresistance) <10 to >SOLO00psi up to 23,000 psi

compressivestrength -0.7 to 5.5 MPa up to 11 MPa
-lO0 to 800 psi up to -1600 psi

shear strength -0.07 to 0.3 MPa -0.2 MPa
-I0 to 50 psi -30 psi

bulk density <I to -2 g/ml -1.4 to 1.6

impact resistance TBD TBD

porosity 30 to 50% 43 to 48%

abrasiveness TBD TBD

specific 9ravity 2.3 to 2.4 2.6 to 2.8

A.2.3 Sludqe Wastes

Similar to salt cake sampling,although not as detrimental,retrieving a

core sample of sludge waste from a tank disturbs the material with an

accompanyingloss of some of the physical property informationfor those

samples. Therefore, some, but not all, of the informationused to develop

nonhazardoussludge simulantscomes from the actual waste core

samples.(a)(b)Other data come from measurementsmade with chemically

(a) InternalRockwell letter for R. L. Weiss to T. R. Pauley on "Additional
Analyses on Core Samples from Tanks 241-C-I05and 241-C-I06." 65453-87-050.
April 14, 1987. Rockwell Hanford Company, Richland,Washington.

(b) T. E. Jones, et al. 1990 to 1992. SST Waste CharacterizationProject -
Core I, 2, ...10 Data Reports. Reports from PNL to WestinghouseHanford
Company. PacificNorthwest Laboratory,Richland,Washington.
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similar sludges.(a)(b}The sludge-typewastes are generally precipitated

metal oxides and hydroxides,but may be mixed with numerous nitrate and other

salts which can alter physical properties. Hazardous chemical sludge

simulantscan be prepared that match many of the physical properties (e.g.

particle size distributions,slurry viscosity,etc.) if the chemical

speciation is correct. Nonhazardoussludge simulants for retrieval testing

" can then be developedto match the significantphysical properties (e.g. shear

strength,bulk density, etc.).

For these sludge-typewastes the primary properties importantto

retrieval are summarized in Table A.4 along with measurementsmade on

nonhazardoussludge simulants. These nonhazardoussimulantsare generally

composed of kaolin or bentonite clay mixtures with other additives as

necessary. For example, barium sulfate can be added to clay mixtures to

increase bulk density. As with the table of salt cake properties,some

properties have not been characterized,and are given as TBD.

TABI,_A.4 Measured Physical Propertiesfor Sludge-TypeTank Wastes
and Chemically "Hazardous"Simulants Compared to
"Nonhazardous"Sludge Simulants.

Property Tank Waste or Hazardous NonhazardousSimulants
Simulant

i

shear strength <100 to >50,000d_/nes/cm2 up to -80,000 dynes/cm2

bulk density/ up to 1.8 9/ml up to -1.8 9/ml

specific gravity TBD TBD

J

(a) C. M. Keller. 1991. Preparationof SST Sludge and Liquor Simulants.
InternalWestinghouseHanford Companymemo to J. J. Wong. Westinghouse

• Hanford Company, Richland,Washington. October 4, 199].

(b) M. R. Elmore, N. G. Colton, and E. O. Jones. 1992. Development of
SimulatedTank Wastes for the UnderqroundStoraqe Tank Integrated
Demonstration,draft progress report. PacificNorthwest Laboratory,Richland,
Washington. September.
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A.2.4 Viscous Liquids

This category of waste type has generally not been characterized,except

for informationavailableon supernateor interstitialliquids contained in

the other waste types. Some liquid waste simulant developmenthas been

conducted.(a)(b)If these viscous liquidswill contain suspended solids

from the sludges or salt cakes being retrievedfrom the tanks, the presence of t

the solids will significantlyalter their physical properties (e.g. density,

viscosity, surface tension, etc.). These are probably the primary properties

of interest for retrieving liquid wastes with the scarifiersystem, and can

usually be duplicatedwith much less difficulty than either the salt cake or

sludge wastes. Viscous liquid waste simulantshave not been specifically

identifiedand developed, however it is anticipatedthat some of the systems

that have been investigated,includingsucroseor salt solutionsand

suspensionswith common solids,would satisfythe simulant needs for this

phase of testing.

(a) C. M. Keller. 1991. Preparationof SST Sludge and Liquor Simulants.
InternalWestinghouseHanford Companymemo to J. J. Wong. Westinghouse
Hanford Company, Richland,Washington. October 4, 1991.

(b) M. R. Elmore, N. G. Colton, and E. O. Jones. 1992. Developmentof
SimulatedTank Wastes for the UndergroundStorageTank Inteqrated
Demonstration,draft progress report. Pacific Northwest Laboratory,Richland,
Washington. September.
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APPENDIXB

THEORY OF HYDRAULICROCK CUTTING

Crow (1973)developed a theory of hydraulicrock cutting. The model

consists of a jet with diameter (do) at a steady total pressure (Po);the rock

• feeds under the jet stream at a constant velocity (v). The cutting interface

is steady in coordinatesfixed with respectto the jet, and the cut attains

• somedefinite terminal depth (h). Crow's model describes the cut depth (h) as

a function of Po,do' v and pertinentmaterial properties. The geometrical

properties of the cutting surface are shown in Figure B.I. The surface

follows the curve y(x), where the ordinate (y) increasesdownward into the

stone, and the abscissa (x) increasesbackward along the cut. The origin of

the coordinate system is the point where the jet first impacts the stone. The

arc-length (s) specificslocation along the cutting surface; 6 is the local

angle of the cut with respect to the horizontal. The jet can enter at an

impingementangle 6o; theory indicatesthat impingementangles greater than go

deg will produce deeper cuts. To simplify the fluid dynamics, Crow makes the

assumption that the depth (d) of the jet stream is everywhere small compared

with the radius of curvature (R)

d << R or do << h (B.I)

The equationsof motion are written in the form of integralsthrough the

depth of the curved jet (FigureB.I). The variable of integrationis the

normal coordinate (n), perpendicularto the streamwise coordinate (s). The

density of the water (p) is constantthroughout the flow. The water has

velocity (u) and the pressure (p) at the location (s,n). Along the interface

(s,d) between air and water, p must equal the atmosphericpressure (Pa)"

• Streamline curvatureraises p to some higher pressure (Ps)at the cutting

surface (s,O). The water speed u is uniform across the jet at s = 0 and has a

• value uo related to the stagnationpressure (Po) in the pressure intensifier

by the Bernoulliequation

2 (B.2)
Po - Pa = I/2 p uo
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FIGURE B.I Cutting Surface Geometry and Coordinates

The jet width is constant by assumption; therefore, volume conservation

takes the form

dU dn - uo do (B.3)0

Conservation of motion normal to the streamlines results in a pressure

balance

Ps Pa 1/R [ d- = p U2 dn (B.4)
0

Conservation of momentum parallel to the streamlines relates the decay

of streamwise momentum flux (p u2) to the shear s'_ress(T) on the cutting

surface

dd/ds p u2 dn = -T (B.5)
0

The interfacial shear stress (T) is caused by the drag of water upon

grains protruding from the cutting surface. To construct a model of T the

general nature of flow around a grain is examined. The grain is treated as a

B.2



rough sphere, having diameter (g) small compared with the stream depth (d) so

that the grain participatesin the hydrodynamicenvironmentof the cutting

surface• The phenomenongoverning the shear stress is cavitation;the

cavitationnumber [(Ps- pv)/(I/2p u2)] (where Pv is the vapor pressure of

water) is small which means that cavity bubbles trail behind the grains

(FigureB.2).
t

umPs

FIGURE B.2 CavitationModel

As the radius of curvature increases,the level of cavitation increases,

and the water loses contact with the grains. As the radius of curvature

decreases, the surface pressure (Ps) increasesand collapses the cavity

bubbles, thereby exposing more grains to direct impact of the water. The

fully exposed grains have streamwiseseparation (1). The interfacialshear

stress can be written as

T - I/2p u2cf (Ps- Pv)/(I/2P u2) (B.6)

where the skin friction coefficient(cf) is some increasingfunction of the

cavitationnumber. This is further simplified into the friction law

" T = P'w(Ps - Pr) (B.7)

• where the water exerts Coulomb friction upon the rock, a friction proportional

to normal pressure but independentof flow velocity;Pw is the coefficientof

Coulomb friction.
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To pace the jet, the cutting surfacemust be in a continuous state of

incipientfailure. A failure criterionto complementthe friction law

[Equation(B.7)] is developed based on the coefficientof internal friction

for the rock (#r)and the finite permeabilityof the rock. The high surface

pressure (Ps)forces water through the pores of the cutting surface, creating

a precursorof saturatedrock (FigureB.3).

J ;
_X / ",, I I

FIGURE B.3 PermeabilityModel

The pore pressure (p) within the saturatedregion ranges from Ps at the

cutting surface (CS) down to Pa at the interfacebetween wet and dry rock

(WD). The pore pressure relieves the internal friction and results in a

failure criterion

T = T 0 + _r (Ps - p) (B.8)

The pressure difference (Ps - P) just beneaththe cutting surfacecan be found

by applying Darcy's law for the flow of fluid through a porous medium. The

criterion for failure of the cutting surface is based on a hypothesis

fundamentalto this theory" the rock is in a continuous state of incipient

fracture one grain diameter (g) beneath the cutting surface. Shear stress;on

the rock side of the cutting surface is

T = TO + /_r g v/k sin 0 (B.9)
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where k is the permeabilityof the rock. Implicit in Equation (B.9) is an

intrinsicspeed (c) for rock cutting

C w (k 1ro)/(//, r g) (B.IO)
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APPENDIX C

THEORY OF PNEUMATICCONVEYANCE

A review of the multiphase flow concepts applicableto pneumatic

conveyance in vertical, horizontal,and inclined systems is presented. All

• orientationsmay eventually be included in a pneumatic conveyance system;

although vertical and inclined transportare expected to predominate. The

informationis based on data establishedfor gas-solidmixtures.

C.I VERTICAL TRANSPORT CORRELATIONS

The total pressure drop (APt) for the upward flow in a dilute system is

expressed as

APt = APa + APg + Apf (C.1)

The terms on the right side are respectivelythe pressure drop caused by

acceleration(APa),gravity (£kPg),and friction (APf). The pressure drop

caused by accelerationoccurs becausethe solids enter the pipe at a low

velocity and must be acceleratedto their equilibriumvelocity. After the

equilibriumvelocity has been achieved,the pressure drop due to acceleration

is zero. The gravitationalpressure drop is simply caused by the weight of

the solids and the frictionalpressuredrop is caused by the wall friction and

the momentum loss from particle-wallcollisions.

C.I.1 Pressure Drop Caused b.yAcceleration

The pressure drop caused by accelerationoccurs primarily at the pipe

entrance. Accelerationlength (L) is equivalent to entrance length in a

single phase system and is the length needed to achieve stable transport

• conditions. Accelerationlengths for gas solids flows can be considerably

longer than the entrance length for single phase flows (about 30 diameters).

' Many correlationshave been proposed for accelerationlengths. For

horizontal,inclined and vertical pipes, Rose and Duckworth (1969)propose the

following correlationto predict accelerationlength.
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= Dt2 ) (Dt/Dp)°" (Ps/Pg) ] (C.2)L/Dt 6 [ (ms/(pg gO.S .5} s z/3

where Dt is the inside diameter of the pipe, ms is the mass flow rate of

solids, pg and Ps are the densities of the gaseous and solids phases, g is

gravitational acceleration, and Dp is the particle diameter. There are,
however, no well verified, generally accepted predictive techniques. In most

practical systems, both the acceleration length and the pressure drop

associated with it are small and neglect of the acceleration length and the

associated pressure drop does not significantly affect the total pressure

drop.

Another source of pressure drop is the acceleration of the gas caused by

a change in volume fraction of the gaseous phase (e). The volume fraction of

the gaseous phase generally exceeds 95% in dilute systems. A further effect

may be the change in gas velocity due to a change in density because of

pressure and temperature changes. Generally these effects are not considered.

C•1.2 GravitationalPressureDrop

The pressure drop per unit length due to gravity is simply the product

of the mixture density and accelerationdue to gravity.

APg/AH= g [(I - () Ps + ( Pg] (C.3)

where AH is the change in elevation•

C.I.3 Frictional Pressure Loss

The pressure loss caused by friction is subdivided into the pressure

loss from the gaseous phase (APfg)and that from the solids phase (APfs).

&Pf = APfg+ APfs (C.4)

The conventional Darcy-Weisbach correlation is used for both phases; that is,

hPfg= fg (AL/Dt) (pg Ug2/2) (C.5)

= f fAl/r)_ [fI - _) n Us2/21 (C.6)-APfs "s '--'-t' L,- • rs ....
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where ug and us are the actual velocities of the gaseous and sol tds phases.
Many correlations have been published for the solids friction factor (fs),

such as those by Yang (1978), Jones et al. (1967), Rose and Duckworth (1969)

and Ozbelge (1983 and ]984). Ozbelge obtained a correlation and developed a

mode] for the solids friction factor in vertical upward pneumatic conveying

] i nem.
e

fs " 0.0054(S pJps )-0"115 [Ug Dt/{(Ug - Us) Dt}] 0"339 (C.7)

where S is the solids loading and Dp is the particle diameter. The
correlation is valid for the following ranges of variables when air is used as

the carrier:

E volume of the gaseous phase, 0.980 to 0.999

Dp particle diameter, 213 to 503 /_m
Ps particle density, 2600 to 2707 kg/m3

Dt pipe diameter, 6.76 to 13.54 mm

Ug superficial gas velocity, 6.0 to 12.5 m/s.

The correlation is good to +_20%if experimental data of Hariu and Molstad

(1949) are used. The frictional pressure drop is given by

APf = fg (AL/Dt) (pg UgZ/2) (C.8)

The gas friction factor (fg) is calculated assuming standard single phase flow
techniques. The equation is limited to ]oadings less than 12.

C.1.4 Volume Fraction of Gaseous Phase in Dilute Phase Systems

Reasonable estimates of the volume fraction of the gaseous phase (_) can

be made by defining that the slip velocity between phases is equal to the

terminal velocity (uT) of an isolated particle. Thus

uT = Ug - u_-Ug/_ - uJ(1 - E)
i
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C.1.5 Application of Correlations for Dilute Phase Transport to Conveyance

Operation

It is useful to examine the correlations provided to determine the

probable characteristics of a pneumatic conveyance system. Actual system

design requires performing iteration to solve all equations describing

pneumatic transport. However, it is possible to determine the upper bound of

operation and estimates of important features such as the maximumvolume

fraction and mass fraction of solids during operation by performing the first

steps in the iteration. Examining the relationship between mass fraction of

solids and volume fraction of solids will also reveal the importance of

controlling the particle size and erosion rate during scarifier operation.

In order to determine the limits of operation, it is first necessary to

describe the features of the scarifier and pneumatic conveyance system that

are relevant to operation of the conveyance system. The relevant features are

• The scarifier is located near the bottom of the tank.

• Air enters the scarifier shroud at atmospheric pressure.

• The air compressor or blower for the system is located outside the
tank, exhausts to the atmosphere, and can increase the pressure
head by at most one-half atmosphere (50 kPa).

• The pneumatic conveyance system must lift the solid-liquid-gas
mixture approximately 20 m.

• Scarifier operation governs the particle size and consequently, the
terminal velocity of the particle in air.

• The solids density will be approximately 2000 kg/m3.

The critical parameters for this system are"

• The total pressure drop across the conveyance system must be less
than APmx= 50 kPa.

• The elevation change for the solid-liquid-gas mixture is h = 20 m.

• The terminal velocity (UT) of the particulate in the conveyance line
that was eroded by the scarifier is set at some value.

It is possible to estimate the lower bound for the gas volume fraction

(Emin)that must be achieved during conveyance in this simple system by

C.4
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ignoringthe pressure loss due to friction and assuming pressure drop arises

only as a result of hydrostaticpressure variations. RearrangingEquation

(C.3) and neglecting the contributionof the gas density relative to the total

mixture density results in

(_mtn " 1 - APmx/(Ps g h) (C.10)

" - 1 - 50 kPa/(2000 kg/m3 g.8 m/s2 20 m)
= 0.87

Using the critical parameters for this system this results in a minimum gas

volume fraction of (_mfn " 0.87, or a solids volume fraction of 0.13. At this
spatial concentration, there would be pressure head developed by the blower

sufficient to overcome the hydrostatic pressure drop. However, there would

not be sufficient excess head to cause the system to flow. In fact, the

system must operate at a higher gas volume fraction, and it might be

anticipated that a gas volume fraction of 95% might be required during

operation.

More important parameters are the volume fraction of the gaseous phase

(() also called the void fraction and the ratio of the mass flow rate of

particulate (ms) to the mass flow rate of gas (rag). These are:

ms/mg= [Ps (] - _) Us]/(Pg (Ug) (C.11)

It is desirable to optimize the ratio (ms/ing) during conveyance. Examination
of the relation reveals several features"

• For a given gas volume ratio, the ratio of the particle mass flow
rate to the gas mass flow rate (mJmg), increases with decreasing
ratio of the particle terminal velocity to the gas velocity (UT/Un)
for constant volume of the gaseous phase. Consequently, higher °
mass solids throughput can be achieved at the same gas volume ratio

• by decreasing the particle size achieved by the scarifier.

• For a given gas volume ratio, the maximum value of

ms/ing = ps/Pg (E "1 -1)

and occurs in the limit when the terminal velocity of the particles fed
into the system is very small compared to the gas velocity.
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For a typical scarifier/conveyersystem,the ratio of the densities
w

would be expected to be on the order of Ps/Pg 2000, and the design gaseous
volume fractionmight be selected to be 95%. In this case the maximum

possible solids mass flow ratio would be ms/mg 105 kg solid/kggas. This

will occur when the solids are broken into very small fragments by the

scarifier,or when the gas velocities are permittedto be very large.

• For a given gas volume ratio, the minimum value of m/m = O. This
occurs when u./u = O. This situation is one in whic_ _as is moving
just fast eno_g_to keep particles in suspension,but no material
is removed from the scarifierand conveyed out of the tank.

This situationwill tend to occur when the particles are very large, or

if the maximum gas velocity achieved in the system is very low. Because high

gas velocitiesare associatedwith large frictionallosses, the total pressure

drop will be lower when particles are conveyed than when large particlesare

conveyed at the same volume fraction.

Up to this point, the volume fraction has been discussed as though it

were an independentparameter subjectto control. However, during operation

volume concentrationis controlled indirectlyby controllingthe mass flow

ratio, lt may be predictedby rearrangingEquation (C.11). In order to

ensure the gas volume fraction remains above the minimum value the mass flow

rate of the two phases, the gas velocity and the particle settling velocity

must be controlled such that

[(ps/Pg ) (mg/ms) (I - uT/Ug)+ 1]-I> Emln (C.12)

If this criterion is not met, then the pressure drop across the system will

not be sufficient to convey solids, and the system will choke, most likely to

be followed by plugging. Choking can occur if the particle size eroded by the

scarifier is too large resulting in a larger uT than can be conveyed, or if

the dislodging rate is too high for the conveyancesystem. In the scarifier

and pneumaticconveyance system, the solids settling velocity and the particle

mass flow rate that must be conveyed will be determined by scarifier

operation, while the gas velocity and the mass flow rate will be more strongly

influencedby the design of the blower or compressor used to move the air.
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lt is clear that operationof the two systemsmust be tightly linked.

The scarifiermust provide a feed at low enough mass flow rate and of a small

enough size to prevent the gaseous volume fraction from exceeding its upper

bound. At the same time, the mass flow rate should be kept high enough to

ensure adequate throughput. The conveyance system must be sized to provide

the appropriategas velocity and gas mass flow rate to convey the feed

" provided by the scarifier. If the two systems are not properly sized, the

conveyance system will plug or alternativelymay operate at lower solids

• Ioadings than necessary. For this reason, accurate correlationsto predict

the operationof both componentswill be crucial to design of the complete

system.

C.2 GAS-SOLIDS FLOW IN HORIZONTALLINES

During gas-solids flow in horizontal lines, the particles conveyed at

high velocitieswill remain suspendedin the flow and the system will behave

as a single phase flow with a modified friction factor. In this situationthe

pressuredrop will decrease with decreased velocity. As the flow velocity is

reduced, particleswill tend to settle out on the bottom of the pipe. The

result will be a reduced cross-sectionalflow area for the gaseous phase and

an increase in the phase velocity of the gaseous phase. As the accumulation

of the particles continues,the increase in gaseous phase velocity causes an

increase in pressure drop. The velocity correspondingto the minimum pressure

drop is called the "saltation"velocity. Systems operatingat velocities

exceedingthe saltation velocity are dilute while those with velocities below

the saltationvelocity are dense.

C.2.1 Flow Patterns

The major flow patterns that have been observed in horizontalgas-solids

flow are shown in Figure C.I. Transition between the various flow patterns is

" gradual and there are intermediateflow patterns. The flow patterns are

numbered in the order of increasingsolids concentration.
w
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FIGUREC.I FlowPatternsDut-ingGas-SolidHorizontalPipe Flow

The symmetric-disperse pattern occurs at high solids velocity• In this

regime, particles are uniformly distributed in the gas stream. As the solids

velocity decreases, effects of gravity cause the concentration of particles in
the bottom layers to increase. This is the asymmetric-disperse pattern. With

a further decrease in the gas velocity (i.e. increase in solids

concentration), saltation velocity is reached and the particles begin to

deposit at the bottom of the pipe. Small clusters of particles are formed

that slide along the bottom of the pipe• This pattern is called immature dune

by Wenand Galli (1971) andmoving bed by Govier and Aziz (1972).

With further decrease in gas velocity, deposition of particles increases

and the clusters grow into dunes to form the dune flow pattern. The motion of

the particles along the wall ceases or is very slow. Gas accelerates as lt

approachesthe dune (caused by flow area restriction) and then decelerates
(caused by expansion) after passing the peak of the dune. Particles are blown

off one dune and deposit on the next dunedownstream.

Further decrease in solids-to-gas ratio and/or gas velocity can result

in the flowof gas and solidsin alternateslugs. With furtherdecreasein

gas velocity,solidsfillmost of the pipecross-section,and solidsloadings
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up to go0 kg/kg of gas have been achievedwith this flow pattern (Wen and

Galli 1971). With further decrease in air velocity and/or solids

concentration,the pipe gets blocked, and flow ceases.

C.2.2 Predictionof Saltation Velocit.y

Several researchers(Rose and Duckworth 1969, Doig and Roper 1963) state

• that saltationvelocity is numericallyequal to the choking velocity in upward

flow. The correlationof Rose and Duckworth (1969),may be applied for both

Ux = 3.24 UT [ms/mg] 0"2 [Dt/Dp] 0"6 lpg/Ps] 0"7 [UxZ/(g Dt)] °'z5 (C.13)

for this application, Ux = Usalt = Uchdepending on the type of flow...

Ochi (1991)conducted an experimentalinvestigationto determine the

saltationpoint of coarse particles. Experimentalconditions includedpipe

diameters of 40, 50, and 60 mm and three types of particleshaving diameters

: ranging from 2.0 to 4.1 mm. Ochi (1991) also developed an expressionto

predict saltation velocity.

Usalt = 1.05 fs (g Dt)°'5 [UT/(g Ds)]0"82 (ms/mg)°'zs (C.14)

C.2.3 Pressure Drop in Dilute Phase Pipe Flow

Pressure drop in horizontal flow may be expressed as

APt = APa + APf (C.15)

Accelerationpressuredrop and frictionalpressure drop have been demonstrated

to be the same as for dilute phase vertical flow. These correlationswill be

valid as long as velocity is well above the saltation velocity. Acceleration

length may be calculated by the Rose and Duckworthcorrelation,Equation

(C.2).

C.4.3 PRESSURE DROP IN INCLINED PIPES

Genium (1984) presents a method to estimate pressure drop from up flow

in inclinedpipes when the gas velocity is well above the saltationor choking

cog



velocity. Calculate frictionalpressure drop and accelerationpressure drop

as for dilute phase vertical flow. To estimate the gravitationalpressure

drop, calculateAPg for vertical up flow and then multiply by sin 8, where 0
is the angle of inclinationwith horizontal.

C.4.4 PRESSURE DROP IN BENDS

Pneumaticconveyinglines involvemany go deg bends. Krauss (1980)

states that there are no reliable correlationsfor pressure drop in bends and

recommendsconsideringthe bend to be a straight pipe of length 1.6 times its

actual length measured along its axis. Leung and Wiles (1976) recommendthat

pressure drop in bends be estimatedaccordingto the E.E.U.A.Handbook (Ig63)

APbend = 0.5 to 1.5 lUg2 Pmix/(2 g)] (C.16)

where Pmixis the density of gas-solidmixture given by

Pmix = (1 -() Ps- ( Pg (C.17)

The design should be based on the more conservativeresult.
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APPENDIXD

REVIEW OF PRIOR EXPERIMENTS

Several studiesconducted at Hanford in recent years have investigated

applying water jets and pneumaticconveyancetechnologiesto remediate waste

tanks. The results from these investigationsare summarized.

D.I PNEUMATICCONVEYANCE

To supportthe Hanford Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order(a)

milestone M-06-01: "IdentifyWaste RetrievalTechnologiesto be Tested in

Scale-ModelTank, October 1990", WestinghouseHanford Company conducted a

review of single-shelltank waste retrievaloptions (Krieg,Jenkins, Leist,

Squires, and Thompson 1990).

D.I.1 AIR CONVEYANCETESTS IN 1975

An experimentalinvestigationconductedby Vitro(b)in 1975 was

analyzed by Krieg et al. (1990) who state:

"Pneumaticrecovery methods investigatedfocused on a
subatmospheric,high-volumeairflow system that would lift sludge
and granular salt cake up to 18.3 m (60 ft) to a proposed above-
tank retrievalstation. There, 18.9-m_-capacity(5000 gal.)
portable tanks would be loaded for truck transport. The suction
nozzle would be attachedto a flexible pipe, which would be moved
in the tank by an undefined,remote-controlledarm. Tests were
conductedwith a commerciallyavailable,truck-mountedpneumatic
system to lift sludges and salt cake from test drum 4.9 to 18.3 m
(16 to 60 ft). These tests were successful in retrieving soupy,
granular, syntheticwastes but were less successfulwith solid
materials. High-pressurewater jets were added to the system to
investigatetheir ability to breakup 'frozensalt cake and reacted
clay-causticproducts.' lt was determinedthat a 6.9 x 107 Pa

I

(a) Ecology, EPA, DOE. 1989. Hanford Federal Facility Aqreement and
Consent Order. Washington State Departmentof Ecology, U.S. Environmental

• ProtectionAgency, and the U.S. Departmentof Energy,Olympia, Washington.

(b) Vitro. 1975. Evaluationand Adaptation of Standard Mechanical,
Hydraulic, & PneumaticDevices for Salt Cake and Sludqe Retrievalat Hanford,
Appendix C Pneumatic RetrievalSystem_,VITRO-R-375,Vitro Engineering,
Richland,Washington.
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(10,000psia) water jet at 2.5 x 10-4 and 3.2 x 10-4m3/s (4 to 5
gal./rain)broke up and highly emulsifiedthese products; the
resultin_lemulsifiedproduct was pneumaticallyretrievable. The
6.9 x 10u and 1.4 x 10" Pa (I,000 psia and 2,000 psia) water jets,
at the same flow rate, did not break up the products."

The retrievaltests were conductedwith VIP Corporation'sModel 700

Vactor Vacuum Truck. The system had a nominal 1.3 m3/s (2700 ft3/min)triple-
t

stage suction fan, providinga suctionof 54 kPa (16 in. Hg). The O.2-m-dia.

(B-in.)hose was made of flexible stainlesssteel. Data from this test are

summarized in Table D.]. The tests were conducted using chemical simulants. "

Recipes and property data are summarized in Table D.2.

TABLE D.I Results from PneumaticRetrievalTests
with VIP CP Model 700 Vactor Vacuum Truck

....

Test Vertical Hose Waste Retrieval Water Rate Remarks
Lift, ft Length, Type Rate, Rate, Pressure,

ft barrels/hr gpm psi

6 60 112 jelly 5 0 Two men required to

. manipulate nozzle

7 60 112 caustic 40 0 Excessiveair leaks, liquid
liquid leg formed at 1.5 min. 1.2

barrel

8 BO 112 water BO r
, ,, ,,,, ,,

9 ......16 36 water 240 0 Two 55-_aI.barrels H30

10 IB 36 jelly slow 0 Breakupdevice required,
Barrel No. 16, i ft of sand
and 8 in. salt cake,,

1,2,5 16 36 frozen 0 0 0
salt
cake

,, ,,, , ,

0 5 2,000 Five nozzlesdirected

......... straight

0 4 10,000 Cut hole 18 in. deep. 2 in.
dia.

,,, , , ,,,, , , ,,, ,,,

3 .....16 36 Flay ~0 5 23000 ....
i

4 ,,, 1B 36 clay "B 4 , I0,000 One nozzlemanuall_ directed

11 16 36 jelly 10> 5 1.200? Barrel No. 17, real sticky.
salt cake needs bigger
container

12 16 , 36 jelly I0> 5 1,200 five nozzles impingingB in.
• _ t , I I [ b_ ow air inlet
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TABLE D.2 Simulant for 1975 ConveyanceTest

i i ii

I Caustic Liquid

Material Moles Wt%

NaAlOa I.8 I0
NaNO_( 2.I 10

NaNO_ 3.4 20
' NaOH- 3.6 10

H?O 40. O 50 I I

i"

I Density 1.4 to 1.5 g/cc

Salt Cake

Pure NaNO_ crystals interlacedwith 5 to 50 Wt% caustic
mother liquor (from recipe for caustic liquid). Salt cake is
consideredsaturatedwhen it contains 30 Wt% mother liquor.

Typical sieve range for NaNO_ crystal aggregatesis 0.707 mm
to 1.41 mm. When observed uBder a microscopethe crystals

....ran_e from 0.177 mm to 0.595 mm.

bulk density 1.41 ± 0.19 g/cm3

,,particledensity 2.31 ± 0.21 g/cm3

II II, Damp Salt Cake

Damp salt cake with particle sieve size of
0.707mm exhibits the propertiesof a jelly.

Sludge

Thick, sticky,dark brown paste

Density,g/cn_3 Synthetic 103A

wet 1.4 1.5

particle,air dried 1.9 2.1

topped,air dried 1.5 ---i i

Composition Synthetic Sludge

Component Wt%

H 0 31

N_NO_ 6
NaN% 8
NaAl% 10

o Fe(OHJ3 11
Na_SO. 17

Sr(OH_ 6
Na?C03- ,,, 14 ,,
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D.I.2 AIR CONVEYANCE TESTS IN IggO

An off-the-shelfair conveyance system was evaluated as a method of

waste retrieval. The test objectivewas to evaluate conveyanceof a sludge

simulant up to a 18 m (60 ft) elevationdifference. The system tested was a

Hi-Vac Corporation(a)Model 240, LP Hi-Vac. The system could sustain a

vacuum pressure on 61 kPa (18 in. Hg). The vacuum line was made of flexible

coiled hose about O.1-m- dia. (4-in.). The simulant recipe, test conditions

and observationsare summarized in Tables D.3 and D.4.

TABLE D.3 Simulant for Iggo PneumaticConveyance Test

SimulantRecipe ....

13.5 Wt% bentoniteclay (200 mesh)
32.4 Wt% barium sulfate (400 mesh)
54.1 Wt% water

Physica! Properties

bulk density 1.6 _/ml
viscosity 1.7 x 10 cP
color beige
rheology: cohesive

yield pseudoplasticpaste

The method chosen was to test conveyance using a commerciallyavailable

system without modification. The results showed that using that system with

modest water addition

• vertical and horizontalruns _uld not successfullybe combined
(Test 2)

• steady state vertical conveyancewas not demonstrated (Test 2)

• waste could be conveyed horizontallywithout system plugging and
steady state pressure was approached(Test 3A and 3B)

A plot of pressure increase versus percent of material conveyed for

these tests is presented in Figure D.] (Thompson1990).

(a) Hi-Vac Corporation,Marietta, Ohio.
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TABLE D.4 Results from the 1990 PneumaticConveyance Tests

', " T ,

Test 1: Vertical Configuration

Hose run: 13 m (42.5)ft vertical
Observations:

I. Hose coated with B mm (0,25 in.) layer after transportof "0.03 m3 (-7 gal.)

2. Water conveyed intermittentlyto reduce_materialbuild up on hose walls
3. Hose pluggedafter transport of "0.08 m_ ('20 gal.)

' 4. Water injectionadded to inlet of feed nozzle
5. Final U.04 m_ (10 gal,) conveyedwithout problems

6. Maximum vacuum pressure 61 kPa (18 in. H_)

- Test 2: Vertical/HorizontalConfiBuration

Hose run: 18 m (BO ft) vertical,12 m (40 ft) horizontalwith 180 deg bend
Water injectionsystem

Observations:

I. O.OB m3 (15 gal.) conveyed in 20 min. periodwith water injection
2. During this period the vacuum climbed steadily,indicatingline plugging
3. Transportterminatedat a pressure of 58 kPa (17 in. Hg), just prior to plugging
4. Inspectionof the line showed that n_ostmaterial deposited in the hose at the transition

from vertical to horizontalrun

5. Inspectionof th_ hopper showed that O.OOBm3 (2 gal.) reached the hopper,the
remaining0.05 m" (13 gal.) was deposited in the line

6. Maximum vacuumpressure 58 kPa (17 in. H_)

Test 3A: HorizontalConfiguration

Hose run: 15.2 m (50 ft) with 3-360-deg loops and 3-90-deg bends
Largerwater injectionsystem

Observations:

I. 0.06 m3 (15 gal.) conveyedat vacuum pressureof 41 kPa (12 in. Hg)
2. Test stoppedfor system inspection. No materialwas observed on hose walls.
3. Test not restarted.

Test 3B: HorizontalConfiguration

Hose run: 30 m (100 ft) with 3-360-degloops and 3-90-deg bends
Larger water injectionsystem

Observations:

I. "0.17 m3 ('45 gal.) of simulant conveyed
2. No buildupobserved on walls

3. Maximum vac.uumpressureof 49 kPa (14.5 in. Hg)

D.I.3 AIR CONVEYANCETESTS IN 1992

Conveyance experimentsare ongoing in FY-g2 as a part of experimentsto

investigatethe performanceof soft waste dislodgingend effectors.(a) Two

end effector configurationsare being tested" I) mechanical agitatorJ

(a) J. D. Potter. Single-ShellTank Soft Waste Dislodqing and Conveyance
S.ystems,DevelopmentTest Procedure,WHC-SD-TC-^_,u_oRev. A. _.,,"v,_vo,o_,v,,y._'_'^"
WestinghouseHanford Company, Richland,Washington.
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FIGURED.1 Pressure Increase during Conveyance Tests

configurationand 2) a scarifierconfiguration.(a) The scarifier

configurationuses the same body as the mechanicalagitator, but the blade

assembly replaced by a nozzle assembly with the addition of an inlet extension

assembly. The air conveyancesystem to be tested is a commercial unit from

Hi-VAC Corporation,consistingof an AC Power Head Model #475 (75 hp) with a

bottom dump hopper (30 ft3) and a O.15-m-dia. (6-in.)hose.

Three types of simulantsare specifiedto model the soft waste:

• kaolin clay and water having "thin and soupy" consistency

• kaolin clay and water having "peanut butter"consistency

(a) The WHC test scarifierconfigurationdiffers significantlyfrom the one
described in this strategy plan. The WHC system has a maximum jet water
pl't_:>3u/¢ Ul JLU.O i'lrcl _louu p_l} _ t.u,_paw _u_ _b,_ _um cuu _u o1_ rlrd _ou,uuu
to 55000 psi) for the other design.
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• bentonite clay and barium sulphate having "thick modeling clay"
consistency.

In addition to the simulants, debris and obstacles, such as measuring tapes

and 16 gauge copper wire may be incorporated into the samples.

D.2 SCARIFIER
#

Scarifiersare used to erode solid materials using high pressure water

jets; the eroded material is conveyed pneumaticallyaway from the surface.

D.2.1 ScarifierTests in 1990

Quest Integrated,Inc., under subcontactto WestinghouseHanford

Company, conducted experimentsat their facility to appraise air and water jet

scarifiers as potentialdislodging tool candidates for single-shelltank waste

retrieval activities. Tests performed employed air and water jets to cut soft

and hard salt cake, as well as sludge. Water jet pressures as high as 379 MPa

(55,000psi) have been tested, while air jet pressureswere regulatedto a

maximum of 10 MPa (1500 psi). The diameter of the nozzle orifice was altered

during the tests, while the water pressure was regulatedto keep the water use

rate constant at 9 x 10-5m3/s (1.5 gpm). Recipes for the simulants are

summarized in Table D.5. Test resultsare summarized in Table D.6.

The test results suggest that scarifierswould be successful when used

to erode salt cake or soft sludge. However, difficultieswere encountered

when eroded soft sludges were conveyed pneumatically. No attempts were made

to optimize the scarifier or the conveyance system during this proof-of-

principletest.

D.2.2 Scarifier Applicationsat West Valley

A variety of water jet systems, abrasive and non-abrasive,were used

during decontaminationof the West Valley Nuclear Services facility fTundo,

' Gessner, and Lawrence 1988). The non-abrasivewater jet was used to

• remove concrete buildup from cement mixers without damaging th_:
- internal parts of the mixer. (The cement mixers were used to 'nix

concentratedlow-level liquid waste with cement to encapsulatethe
waste in concrete.)
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TABLE D.5 Simulant for 1990 Air/WaterJet Scarifier FeatureTests
._

Sl udge , ,.

Component Wt%

bentonite clay, 200 mesh 13.3
barium sulphate, 400 mesh 32.4
water 54.1

i i| i

bulkdensity,g/ l 1.66
viscosity, cP 1.7 x lo
rheol ogy yi el d pseudop1asti c paste

i

Hard Salt Cake
lllll

Component Wt%

sulfur K-mag 80
water 20

i ii

bulk density, g/ml 2.0
compressivestrength.MPa 1.4

psi 200

Sulfur K-mag is a potassium sulphateand magnesium sulfate
crystallinecommercialfertilizer. When cured it yields a very
hard, brittlecake of salt.

i i|

Soft Salt Cake

Component , Wt%

urea 80.0
sugar 11.4
water 8.6

bulk density,g/ml 1.1

Urea or carbamide is a _,'anularcommercialfertilizer. When
mixed with water and sugar, it possessesa firm, but
strengthless,snow cone-lineconsistencythat is somewhat
sticky.

• the water jet was used to remove smearableand fixed contamination
from cell ceilings,walls and floors and was very effective for
removing contaminatedpaint,

The surface scarifierused for this work contained8-high-pressurejets.

As the unit traversed along its path, the high-pressurejets rotated, removing

a 0.356 m (14 in.) wide surface area. A shroud mounted over the spray head,

is used to contain all the spray debris,which was collected via a vacuum

system. The scarifieroperated between 172 MPa (25,000psi) and 2_ MPa

(35,000psi). The traverse speed was varied to control the depth of surface
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removed. The operatingpressure and traverse speed depended primarilyon the

integrityof the paint or concrete surface to be removed.

TABLE D.6 Test Results for 1990 Air/WaterJet Scarifier Feature Tests
,,. ,J, , . ,, .... ,.l,li i iii _ i ,.

Hard Salt Cake - Water Jet
,,.

f The water jet cut the hard salt cake with an incision slightly larger than the orifice diameter. Three
orifice diameters were chosen to obtai$3 p_essures of 69, 186 and 345 MPa (10,000, 27,000 and 50,000
psi), each with a flow rate of 9 x 10-" m"/s (1.5 gpm). At iow traversing speeds cutting efficiency was
improved by increasing the cutting pressure to 345 MPa (50,000 psi). At high traversing speeds the

, improvementwas not visible. At both speeds the 69 MPa (10,000psi) jet is visibly less effective.i L, innll " _ i "'

Soft Salt Cake - Water Jet

During these tests the water jet blastedthrough the 0.08 m (3-in.)depth of slmulant and reflectedoff

the bottom,of the pan.i ii i i i iiii i iiiii ii i

Hard Sa]t Cake - Air Jet

An air jet could not cut the hard salt cake. Traversing the sample left no impression. =,i i

Soft Salt Cake - Air Jet

The 10 MPa (1500 psi) air jet blew out a kerf as deep as the pan and 0.05 to 0.1 m (2 to 4 in.) wide.
Reflection of the air jet off the bottom of the pan was credited for the effect. With pressure reduced
to 200 psi the air jet cut a trough 0.03 m (~l-in.) wide and "0.038 to 0.044 m (~1.5 to 1.75-in.) deep.
The trough did not penetrate to the pan bottom. ,,,lllm i, m

Sludge - Air Jet

With a 10 MPa (1,500 psi) air jet emanating from a 3-mm-dia. (0.125-in.) orifice, one pass over the
sludge at 2.0 m/s (400 ft/min) uplifted the sludge and threw muchof it around. This was caused by
reflection. With reduced pressures of 0.69 to 1.4 MPa (100 and 200 psig) the jet cut cavities in the
samp!.e.

.... i , -

Hard Salt Cake - Parallel Cuts - Water Jet, Air Jet

Parallel cuts separated by 1.3, 2.5, and 3.8 cm (0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 in.) were made at a jet pressure of
379 MPa (55,000 psi). The salt cake between cuts fractured for separations of 1.3 and 2.5 cm (0.5 and
1.0 in.) but not for 3.8 cm (1.5 in.). All sections fractured at a depth of 3.8 CB (1.5 in.) although
the cut depth was 5.1 to 6.4 cm (2 to 2.5 in.). Whenthe water jet cuts were followed by air jets, the
same results were obtained.

With the water jet at a 45-d_g angle salt cake fractured and broke out at a depth of 3.8 cm (1.5 in.) at
separation distances of 1.3 and 1.9 cm (0.5 and 0.75 in,) but not at 2.5 cm (1.0 in.). Another test

jet followed by a water jet produced similar results.

Cuts 3.8 '._ 6.4 cm (1.5 to 2.5 in.) deep were also obtained with a jet at a 20-deg angle to the salt
cake. For water jets and air and water jets the maxi,:,d,nseparation distance to produce sample breakout
was 2.5 cm (I in.).

To evaluate consistencyof sample breakoutfor separatetests were performedwith a 45-deg angle je,t.
Water only, and air and water tests were compared. Tests with separationsof 1.3 cm (0.5 in). were
successfulin breaking out all cut pieces. In tests with separationsof 2.5 cm (I in.) only the air and

, water jet combinationwas able to break out all cut samples._, ..;.,. , ,,
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